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ABSTRACT
This project report studies end evaluates diatributod computer 
control systems (DCCS) os applied to the water treatment plant 
oT a thermal power station.
The main problems encountered in such control ayotemo ore those 
of maintainability, reliability, dotn storage and communication 
ond system orchitacturn. The appiieotlon of DCCS partly go lvaa  
some of these problems,
In thin project report these problems are analysed ond the 
following possible solutions offered:
Maintainability i Smallest ftepalrenble Uni to (SUV's) with
special features nre discussed^
Reliability : Components with a long lifetime, and the
use of back-up are dincuoaed.
Data Storage : A cltatributnd data base with special
features m  discussed.
Communication System : A distributed communication n y n t m  with 
apeciat protocols in dincuaoBri with 
reference to I he problem of eoiliaione 
and uiofry other c tm m m ic n lin n  problems. 
Architecture t The uyotpai architecture is totally
dial rtbuted, I.list m ,  there are no 
centraliztni hnvdwnre or software rmnponents.
In chnptor 1 of thin project report , the problemm encountered in 
pcoceaa control system dnstgn for the water treatment plant of b 
thermo! pov/or station are cf.f««/B»ed. A survey o: DCCS technology 
and building blocks to be used, pvnvidea the frnmpwork for the 
LhooreUco.1 davDlnpinent Inter in ehnptorn Z nnrl 5 In the project
report, the cnee study DCCS requirement.:; nre then examined in
chapter 6; and chapter 5 given n dlacimaiof. of tho rocommnndationg 
and concluding ramoi.iv-.
■ ;i-:S
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Since .1982 the eul'.hor has baen involved in the design of the 
control systems For the water treatment plant of two of Esom’a 
thermal power stations.
Such control systems are divided roughly Into:
o) Analog control which was single input end single output (5150) 
variable typo of control system.
b) Binary control which was also SJSO
c) Sequence control which was in software, also 3150.
During the course of this work, it was found that it was not the 
way the design was implemented in hardware/software that was s 
problem; but the problem was rather the basic design principle 
which called for SISQ type corftfol system structures. This not 
only led to a lot of control equipment but else the cabling was 
extensive, that is, large equipment/control rooms and large 
cable racks were required and thus the expenditure rocketed.
This is what inspired the author to propose DCCS For these 
plants in order to got rid of the large centralized equirr-snt 
room, to minimize the size of the control room and only 1 >
one bus cable connacli.ong a number of self-contained local 
controllers (or automation islands) el the "same level".
The fiaJd of D is L c ib u te d  Computer C a n tro l Systems is an immense 
one and it ia not possible to explore nil the aspects .In a 
project report such fia this, but it Is hoped, that tho guideli'iee 
given in this project report will be used in this type of control 
i ,tn the Future.
The field of DiaLributad Computer Control Systems .is an Immense
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- the semantics, i.e. the meaning of 
the commends and responses.
- timing, i.e. the specification of the 
time order events and the duration 
of intervals.
TRANSMISSION LINE:
The configuration of terminals in a net­
work. The common networks use star, 
ring and bus topologies.
The physical medium for connection 
devices in a LAN. Coaxial cable, paired 
coble and fibre optics are most 
commonly used.
GENERAL
IMPURE WATER = non-demineralized c i-ci- ' fled water.
INSTRUMENTATION
system and .
s between the control 
production process,
• It is the boundary between e 
its environment.
system and
PRODUCTION PROCESS • Tt is a process plant (or machine) 
in c lu d in g  its control which provides
o service to the environment (production 
of some products).
• The quantity of data a system is t 
handling without delays.
SAFETY - It is reliability in respect to critical 
failure modes.
MAINTAINABlLirv,M(T>
jv : ; . ; : / i
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CWPTEJU
INTRODUCTION
The new field of distributed computer control sy8tems(DCCS) 
is currently receiving a great deal•of'fettention-Bnd-appears 
to offer many benefits.
However, at present, there are very few, if any, truly 
distributed process control systems in operation, in order 
to assess how readily those promised benefits of OCCS can be 
realized, this project report presents a case study in which 
the design of a control system is approached from a distributed 
point of view. The procase plant considered is the water 
treatment plant (WTP) section of e coal-fired power station.
1.2 0»e.r»ig  of J h ?  PJan.L.tc ,b» Controlled
This section explains the importance of water purity and 
therefore the importance of the water treatment plant in 
overall power station.
A thermal power station is basically an energy conversion 
machine which involves the following simple steps: (see flci.j.l).
a) Chemical energy (cool or oil or nuclear) is converted to 
hoot energy (in the boiler).
b) Heat energy is converted to mechanical energy (in the 
turbine).
c) Mechanical energy is converted to electrical energy (Jn
The coal or oil is combined with oxygen in the air under 
controlled conditions to generate heat (fire).
_  . „:
Water (s used as a medium of heal: transfer in a thermal 
power .1 :ion. The heat generated in the boiler converts 
water L- ■ 1 cam at a high temperature (TH) and pressure 
{thermai f.-rargy). As this stoam moves through the turbine, 
it is converted to steam at a lower temperature and pressure 
(thermal energy is converted to mechanical energy). Steam 
is ultimately condensed to water at a low temperature (TC) 
and pressure. The watar is cycled through the system again.
There are three important wator circuits in the system.
These are listed below:
a) Boiler feed-water
b) Circulating cooling water (CClti)
c) Potable water, fire water and a water circuit for 
general purposeo.
The first weter-clrcu.tt is the most important for the 
generation of electricity in a thermal power station.
Water circuit (b) is not essential, as dry cooling (or fans) 
can be used to cool end condense the turbine exhaust steam 
to boiler-feed water. The last one is used mainly for 
auxiliary services in the power station. This dissertation 
will concentrate mninly on ( a ) ; (b) and (c) will also be 
discussed for completeness sake.
The water flows .in pipes throughout the whole system. The 
wator contains various chemicals. Chemical deposition inside 
the pipes is not desirable because it has the following 
detrimental effects:
a) Reducing the bare of the pipe:
Onco the bore of the pipe is reduced, it offers resistance 
to the flow of water or stasm -1'2)
xS
H
B
B
B
B
e
s
(A,)
For a constant pressure in the pipe, the continuity 
equation (AjV^= AgV; for P = constant) yields:
v2 = ^  v1—  m/s
A?
This j?nplies thel the velocity oF the fluid in the 
restricted nvee I es to be higher then in the non­
restricted area if flow continuity is to be maintained.
b) Reducing the thermal efficiency of the system:
This phenomenon is shown on fig. 1.3.
The basic equation is: Q e — jp^-
vihere Q = the quantity of heat transferred from the fire to 
the water.
Ti = the fire (or higher) lempereture.
T;- the ivaker/steam (lower) temperature.
R r resistance to heat transfer (due tu the scale).
The basic principles involved a re :
1) the fire radiates heat to the bniier pipe metal.
ii) the boiler pipe metal conducts heat to the water/steam
iji) the circulating water takes the heat away.
The basic control variables ore:
i) the difference between T) and is maintained by the 
circulating water/abeam If circulation stops, Tg 
becomes equal to Ti and the tube eventually melts.
C i rc ula ti ng wa te r o r  st ea m at 
te mp era tu re T , .
1.3
Re st ric ti on o f  he at fl ow due to scale fo rmation inside a bo il er pipe.
ii) Resistance to heat transfer: resistance (scale) prevents 
the !:ube metal froni transferring heat to water or steam. 
IF the tube metal temperature becomes equal to the 
tube melts.
iil) T; which is the Fixed value: is controlled by the
rate of circulation.
The chemical deposit (scale) is a bad conductor o f heat 
and if this forma an th e water side of the tube, due to 
impure water, the tube will receive the heat, but wi]i 
not transfer it to the water. The tube will overheat and 
burst, ff circulation of the water is stopped, the tube 
will overheat and burst.
It is because of the two problems outlined above that the 
boiler fesdwater has to be chemically treated to de-ionize 
it to a specific purity before it is fed U> Hie boiler.
The water treatment plant of a thermal power station there­
fore forms an intergral and important part of the power 
station. Control systems for water treatment plants have 
often been designed before using conventional (i.e. 
centralized control) methods, and such a plant therefore 
provides a suitable test case For evalusting a distributed 
control system design.
Problems Oncurinq in Process Control System Design
The main vsacona for the decentralization of process control 
computer syeterae ere the necessity to control plants that 
are spread over larger physical areas, the growing demand 
for higher availeb.Cl.fly and the growing functional complexity 
of procRssoB. These points influence Lho structure of a 
decentralized computer-system for o given process in different
Distributed computer control systems offer many benefits, 
but coupled with these benefits there are many problems 
which have to be overcome if these systems are to be used. 
Some of the problem areas to be tackled are:
1. Communication between the various functional units.
2. The type of architecture that can be supported by this 
system.
3. The type of components that should be used.
4. Fault tolerance and recovery in the system
In this project report I have chosen to concentrate on Four 
major problem areas that oro encountered in process controJ 
system design. These four areas are:
1, Remote signal transmission
2. System back-up
3. System information coordination 
4< System safety.
1.3.1 Remote sional transmission
A communication system forma the backbone of any industrial 
procoae control system. In traditional centralized control 
systems, both the information disploy/oporator interface 
equipments were located in a central control 
i signals to/from individual field-located
tad to be gathered at this point; 
i it ia possible to physically distribute 
to some degree the control functions and locate these close 
to the point of control. ,
It will however always be necessary to pr ov ide centralized 
inrormation di sp lay/operator interace facilities and to 
inter-connect the various distributed co nt rol functions.
It is therefore important to examine the problems and 
trends in remote signal transmission.
1.3.1.1 Cabling considerations
The cost of running cables from the plant area to the 
control control/equipment room is very high, especially 
in large spread out continuous processing plants. Any 
concept that 'could reduce costs should receive serious 
consideration.
The mo st expensive kind of ca bl ing system for a ce nt ra­
lized control sy st em is one where, for each signal 
re qu ire d from the field or ce nt ral control area, a Cable 
is run solely to transmit that signal (see fig. 1.6).
This la the cabling s y st em presently u s e d  in the.plant 
w h ic h t describe as a case st ud y in ch apter k.
Remote signal multiplexing (see fig. 1.5) is a system 
which is far better than the one described above. Instead 
of running one cable for each signal; two or more signals 
or messages can be sent ever a single channel or sot of 
wires simultaneously. The first published reports (25), (26), 
(14), (16) and (27) all hinted at the cabling costs 
a a vingo inherent in the application of a multiplexer concept.
Simon(24) concluded that "there have been dramatic savings in 
wiro and labour costs in the application of field multi­
plexing system". These conclusions were drawn in the days 
before the availability of modern LSI. techniques. These 
now permit computing power to be placed nuurcr to the 
process to be controlled. This la what is envisaged for 
the control syatem of th e  w a te r treatment section of a 
thermal power station.
Process, P
Totally parallel control with parallel Individual device,B. < 
is present for every control function in the process,P. Exam; 
single loop controller, individual manual control device, te<
CENTRAL
COMPUTER
 ^
PLANT OPERATING UNITS
Hq. 1.5
Remote Signal multiplexing.
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1.3.1.2 Estimates pF cable costa savings:
More up to dnkc estimates oT cost savings ace available
where the new technology has nut down on distances (ti):
- DEC has built a case around a centralized computer 
control system of 450 points running on the average 
1500 ft. They estimated cabling coats of approximately 
$390 000. Reducing the distance to 200 ft would 
reduce the cabling costs to $79 000.
- Hewlett-Packard took note that while cabling costs
are rising about 20% per year, computer costs are going 
down at a rote of 20% p.a. They say that the cabling 
costs can be as high as two or three times the computer
- "The use of remote 1/0 (remote multiplexing) eliminates 
very costly cable runs from transducers to the computer 
1/0 terminals. On a plant such aa a hot strip mill, the 
savings in cable cost can almost completely pay For the 
computer system" (5).
- In a large botch plant, "Centralization of the computer 
and an extensive centralized analog and digital back-up 
(700 analog inputs, 300 analog outputs, 1000 digital 
inputs and 2000 digital outputs) involves e tremendous 
amount of cabling (value of single pairs and multi-core 
amounts to approximately $4 000 000). The time nece­
ssary to install all these cables and cable trays will 
require approximately 30 000 man hours. Using remote 
multiplexing, It is anticipated that this technique 
will reduce the total automation Investment by appro­
ximately 25% (3). Using DCC£> will reduce costs
evon further.
1.V
mm
1,2.1.3 Coble cosL eBllwabes Tor case study;
For the case study presented in chapter 4 there are 250 
analog Inputs, 200 analog outputs, 5700 digital inputs and 3000 
digitol outputs. A lot of cabling is involved in this 
plant. An estimate of the cable cost* for all the different 
types of cables is R2 000.000,00 (=33% of total C & 1 costs 
for the plant). This excludes the cost of designing cable 
trays end pulling the cables.
The amount saved due to the introduction of DCCS cannot be 
estimated ea the components to be used will only become fully 
available in tho next couple of years, The required 
characteristics of these components are described in 
chapter 3.
1.3.2 Back-up:
1 would like to point out that the type of back-up 
philosophy decided upon strongly influences the ■ 
configuration of a give control system-
1.3.2-1 How much and what.kind of back-up?
The back-up concept has posed great problems to manage­
ment , production, engineering and operations. What should 
be done when the computer fells in a centralized system?
Aspects to be considered in this connection are:
a) Safety
b) Equipment utilization
c) Process equipment function (type and degree of intercoupling)
d) Additional control devices
e) Fail-safe modes
f) Operating personnel
g) Economics of materials involved (dumping, re-running, 
spoiling, etc).
.12
Back-up can be incorporated into the system by providing 
complete redundancy in control equipment; j.e. conventional 
analog controllers which the operatov(s) can switch on when 
the computor system is faulty. This makes the computer 
system design expensive and difficult to implement.
1.3.2.2 Amount of redundancy
Microprocessors/minicomputers are cheaper than and have 
uptimes that exceed those of the equipment (pumps, valves, 
vessels, etc.) with which they work. However, when finally 
the computer does Fail, there msy be no operating personnel 
who can easily and quickly effect tha changeover to the 
back-up controls. They will have since forgotten about 
them because they will have been completely dependent 
upon coroutarized control.
Redundancy (active redundancy) is easy and cheap to 
implement in DCCS using microprocessors/minicomputers.
The operator does not hove to do anything if one control 
system fails because the system may be designed with two 
such systems working in parallel. The system may also 
that it works in e degraded mode when
i is preferred to s
A distributed system offers the acfvertalege o f being able 
to taylor the coordination of information oh the basis 
of need, rother thon on a toUo-it-oa-it-is basis which is 
tha casa for et single central computer system. Having
i allows the system designer to ptevitie 
i dP the tasks for the processors
it v
'< 
.1
:
The exchange and coordination of information can be based 
upon flexibility' provided by the distributed network 
concept.
The advantages provided by a distributed network concept
b ) Flexibility in modi Tying data requirements
b) Reliability in checking software
c) Increased flexibility in control system concept, etc. 
These are discussed in chapter 2. A centralized control 
system does not offer the advantages outlined above.
Safety
Inherent in all of the aspects of distributed systems 
discussed in chapter 2 below, their advantages, the 
flexibility, increased reliability, etc. is tho all- 
important aspect of increased safety.
Putting an operating interface out where the action is, 
allows more control possibility to be exercised there.
As Amendt(l) states "... the ability to sustain the 
process temporarily can be extended to include shut-down 
procedures or a safs reduced operating love mode to 
allow for communication or central controller failure."
Safety can tie enhanced if the entire monitoring, display 
and/or reporting of undesirable trends can be decentralized. 
Closer observation is made possible in ti distributed scheme 
because a few p b q p Io ape then involt/eo only with what is 
happening in tliolr oofticular areas of responsibilities.
This permits taking corrective action on the spot,
Oeirvet, Hurd and Willitimson also state (/i) , system inker- 
gration "must not proceed so for that safety and integrity 
are threatened... we heed to prevent fault; propagation 
and .Insure that malfunction or damage to one part of the 
system will not crash the entire network".
DistrJbuLed computer control systems also offer other 
benefits compared to centralized or conventional computer 
control systems. I have outlined the main benefits 
above under the topics: remote signal transmission, 
system back-up, system information coordination and 
safety. It is for these benefits that I propose end 
strongly recommend that distributed computer control 
systems bo implemented in the control system of t e 
case study.
The application of this control concop l is discussed 
in chapter 6-
fault tolerance end recovery
These are very important aspects of any process control 
system and will be fully treated in chapter 2.
Automatic control of the water treatment plant of a
-then achieved by a distributed 
' by conventional meansj involves 
the automatic monitoring of a large 
number of different vnrinbles operating under a very wide 
range of process dynamics. It requires the development of 
ti large number of complex, usually nonlinear, relationships 
for the translation of the plent variable values into the 
required control correction commands, finally, these 
control corrections must be transmitted to another very 
large aet of widely scattered actuation mechanisms of 
various types i.'Mch, because o f the nature of the processes 
of the WTP of a thermal power station, involve the direction 
of the e xp e n d itu re of vary largo amounts of energy. Also 
plant personnel, both operating and management, must be 
kept aware of the current status of the plant and of each 
of its processes.
The objective of this study is to explore the issues 
in designing a distributed computer control system (DCCS) 
for the wo ter treatment plant (WTP) of a thermal 
(coal-fired or oil-fired) power station.
There is en existing physical plant which can be divided 
roughly into eight major systems, each of which comprises 
of from 4 to 12 subsystems. A detailed discussion 
of this is given in chapter 4.
from the point of view of control system design, the
WTP of a thermal power station is largo (about 6 Vm
circumference) and complex (about 10 000 monitor and 
control variables), The goals of this system are date 
acquisition end control.
Control system design goals assumed in the present study:
1. All the WTP systems will be operated by a network 
of microprocessors distributed throughout the plant.
2 . In the case of the failure of all or port of the control
microprocessor network, the system will continue to 
operate in n (possibly) degraded mode. In addition, 
such a loss will not, of itself, cause operations to
be aborted. This principle or goal has important 
implications for the control ays tom design.
3. The hardware and software interface of devices to the 
WTP control system will bo implemented in standard 
ways. That is, devices connected to the control system 
must satisfy appropriate connection standards for both 
hardwore and software. The importance of protocol and 
interface standards is wall known in the distributed 
data processing field.
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4. The generation of eortwave and the testing of new 
devices should be routinely done by the control 
system users. Hence, the user must hove ot his hand 
comprehensive debugging and monitoring facilities.
5. The control system should be capable of modelling the 
state of the WTP both in n predictive and a historical 
sense. This feature is more than useful, it is 
necessary, The WTP is complex and fragile. An 
operator needs to know the consequences of actions 
before the actions ors implemented. Such proposed 
actions can be tested in the WTP model, and thus 
the operator can know about the implications, Fa­
cilities are also .required to analyse and identify 
the causes of certain events, e.g. why a particular 
alarm comes up. This is known as the historic 
WTP model.
Ik is difficult to formulate a good definition for a DCC5.
However, ITnsiow (21) proposed a working deflation that
hed five components, all of which he considers necessary
to define a distributed system.
ihecs five components are:
i) "A multiplicity of graneral-purpose resource components, 
including both physical and logical resources) that 
can be assigned to specific tasks on a dynamic basis. 
Homogeneity of physical resources is not essential.
ii) "A physical distribution of these physical and 
logical components of the system interacting through 
s communications neiwork. (A network use’s a two- 
party cooperative protocol to control the transfer 
of information.)
iii) "A hlgh-levsl operating system that unifies and in­
tegrates the control of the distributed components, 
individual processors each have their own local 
operating system, and these msy be unique.
iv) "System trcinsuorency. p-rmiki;ing services to be 
requested by name only. The server does not have 
to be Idsnbificd.
v) “Cooperative autonomy, characterizing the operation 
ond interaction of both physical and logicBl 
resources."
I propose that we accept Enlaw'a working definition as
the base point For this discussion.

irnrnMmmm
A general network, as compared to a hieraohy or a 
similar structure allows redundant (reliable) 
communication,
ideally, distributed systems allow the improvement 
o r evolution out oF which the application is built.
When compared to centralized organizations, a well- 
designed network or hierarchy can allow a reduced 
system wide data communication rate by localizing 
Function and data requirements. This also contri­
butes to the localization of the effects of communi­
cation Failure. This is of interest because most 
existing process control distributed system proposals 
are highly centralized (about a highway).
Distributed systems allow the wslgm hardware to be 
visibly structured, For operevioi and maintenance, 
on Functional grounds. Failures can tie recognized 
in terms oF errors of function rather than abstract 
errors of computation.
Moreover, the Functionally baaed design approach 
minimizes the necessity to  account for the effects 
of confusing interactions between the parts of the 
system.
A ganersl network attitude allows (over other more 
fixed organizations) Flexibility and evolution of 
the communication relationships. For instance,• the 
network allows the physical movement of the commend 
centre. This is much more difficult in a Fixed 
hierarchy.
The structure of hierarchical and distributed systems 
corresponds to traditional analog control structure 
and human organizations Familiar in process control; 
operating personnel are used to them.
cabling,
not by a
i- Many dii
ly AnLorfeting with the Functions 
) system, (point 7 above).
■ to maintain n reLiati 
incijcBted in f.ig.2.2
______

14. CompebibilUy for the trouble-free incorporation of 
hardware innovations, e.g. new microprocessors, 
fibre-optic conductors.
15. Distributed systems are very effective process control 
systems, and their effectiveness depends on a variety 
of factors shown on fig.2.3 below.
There are many more reasons why distributed systems are 
a viable proposition, but I will not list them here.
The list given above suffices for the present discussion.
To sum up, the present-day technical reasons for distri­
buted systems are reliability, maintainability, flexibility 
and coat. Those four factors are ell intimately 
related. Ideally, the greatest flexibility offers the 
greatest variety of recovery responses to the greatest 
variety of element failures.
Badly deeigned flexibility leeda to failures or un­
reliable application design. An unreliable or non- 
easily maintainable system may be very costly in a 
variety of ways, some of which may be -
- loss of production due to failures
- loss or destruction of equipment/life due to system
- long maintenance times
- and many others.
Intecrelationship of functional capability, maintainability and reliability.
Reliability and MBintainabllj.Lv
The success of every organization, which operates an 
intergreted inFotmation gystem, is critically dependent 
on the rQliability end maintainability of the distributed .
2.2.2.1 Reliability
The reliability requirements on the different Functions 
or components o r  u n i ts  of a distributed system will very. 
In order to achieve a solution which is optimal From the 
point of view of cost effectiveness, it must be possible 
to des.ign different subsystems to different levels of 
reliability, i.e. reliability has Lcj be a design parameter. 
This is achieved by incorporating redundancy differently 
to different components.
2.2.2.2 Maintainability
The maintainability of an integrated DCCS has two aspects: 
hardware maintenance( i.e. repair of the hardware; and 
software maintenance, i.e. modification of the softworfe.
The hardware maintainability can be considered a byr 
product of the reconfiguration capability needed fot: 
fault tolerance. The dynamic replacement of faulty units 
requires an automatic error isolation to the smallest 
replaceable unit (SRU) which la the most time consuming 
step during manual maintenance, The software maintaina­
bility, i.e. error correction, modification find functional 
enhancement of the software, is o partiionenL requirement 
over the lifetime of the ays bam, It lies been shown (ll) 
that much mere effort Is needed for the continuous main* 
tenancs of the software over the lifetime of a successful 
system khan for itu .Initial development- In order to make 
s syskom msinteinoble from the point of view of software 
a decomposition in self-contained autonomous subsystems with 
clearly defined inter Faces is required (16),
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II must be poso.i.ble to teal; each of these subsystems 
independently and monitor the information to and from 
each subsystem without undue technical overhead.
Possibi^ i t.iea or ..inorpaB.ipq the reliability of 
opevatinci systems
The reliability oT an operating system con be enhanced/ 
increased by incoi'porBtinci one or two or all of the 
following, in a distributed fontrol system.
i) Additional individual mtuiual control devices.
ii) Additional local operating system (decentralized 
auxiliary control board),
ill) Redundancy.
Sources of system unreliability
The obvious eouvces of unrel.isbil.ity in a system made of 
completely debugged elements are poor application design 
and element failure. More generally, the basic barrier 
to reliability' nnd to flexibility is system complexity, 
particularly forms of complexity which hide the relation 
bntween the control system tmd its operation end purpose. 
Sevefal specific btir-rlors to reliability are worth mentioning:
1. Multiple loosely correlated control fund;lobs Ufinobessarily 
combined in g large computational unit or box. In this 
caee, the failum of thn unit or its communications or 
central control laues function unnactjssorily.
2. Separation of tightly correlated functions unnecessarily 
in separate units. Here the loss of one function i/i one 
unit is likely to be as serious as the loss of both 
functions ( i . e .  both uhlts), a weak link phenomenon.
3. System complexity which encourages application errors „ 
end makes Failure diagnosis and maintenance diFficult,
4. Unstructured system and system component design.
5. Insufficient back-up.
6. Back-up complexity. Back-up depends on the assump­
tion that the switchover mechanism (where standby 
redundancy is used ; active redundancy is generally 
better) Is much more reliable than the control element.
When this is not the case, back-up hurts more than helps.
7. Back-up by elements/components which operators only 
encounter during crises and are likely to misuse 
through unfamilisrifcy.
To sum up, the principle sources oF unreliability in a 
system are complexity, mismatch between design purpose 
and appearance and inconsistencies in the operational 
characteristic oF system components.
Disadvantages oF distributed systems
Hlcih-levet operatino system:
The high-level operating system la a key ingredient in the 
distributed system- Its design must take into account 
sevai'Gl characteristics and problems,
1. Tha classical design For operating systems, as it has 
developed, assumoa the avai.Jabjl.ity oF o large amount 
of system information. Although the completeness and 
validity of Information about tho work being presented 
by the user is questionable, the operating system is 
usually assumed to have access to complete information 
about tha environment ,.n which it is functioning,
This is not the case in a distributed system; complete 
information about 'be system will never be available. 
The resources provj.de a service, but they may, either 
Intentional]y or unintentlonaJly, shield information 
from outside inspection.
2. In distributed systems, there will always be a time 
delay in the collection of information about the 
status of the system components/units. The ramifi­
cations of these time delays are extremely Important.
In a conventional centralized processor, the operating 
system can request status information, being assured 
that the.interrogated component will not change 
state while awaiting a decision based on that status 
information, since only the single operating system 
asking the question may give commands.
In a distributed system, the time lags that occur 
can become significant; as a result, inaccurate 
(badly out-of-date) information can be transmitted 
because the autonomous component proceeds along its
For distributed systems, it will be essential, to raise 
the degree of paranoia (abnormal tendency to suspect 
and mlatrust-information/data in this case) of the 
system designer to a much higher level than for 
ccntralizsd systems. The system must be designed 
to work even with erroneous or inaccurate status 
information.
3. A further complication with regard to ... stem information 
available la the possibility of variations in fchn infor­
mation presented to different system controllers. These 
variations may be 0 result both of time delays and of 
different controllers. As Le L a m  (17) has observed 
"This absence of uniqueness, both in time and in space, 
has very important consequences".
This is not the esse in s distributed system: compiehv 
information about the system will never be available- 
The resources provide a service, hut they may, either 
intentionally or unintentionally, shield information 
From outside inspection.
In distributed systems, there will always be a time 
■..'lay in the collection of information about the 
status of the system components/units. The ramifi­
cations of these time delays are extremely important.
In a conventional centralized processor, the operating 
s can request status information, being assured 
that the interrogated component will not change 
state while awaiting a decision based on that status 
information, since only the single operating system 
asking the question may give commands.
In a distributed system, the time lags that occur 
can become significant; as a result, inaccurate 
(badly out-of-dete) information can be transmitted 
because thu autonomous component proceeds along its
For distribulad systems, It will be essential to raise 
the degrcn of paranoia (abnormal tendency to suspect 
and mistrust-information/data in this case) of the 
system designer to a much higher level than for 
centralized systems. The system must be designed 
to work oven with erroneous or inaccurate status 
information,
A further complication with regard to system .information 
available is the possibility of variations in the infor­
mation presented to different system controllers. These 
variat ons may be a result both of time delays and of 
different controllers. As Lb Lann (.17) has observed 
"This absence of uniqueness, both in time and in space, 
has very important consequences",
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2.2.6.2 General control problems
High level operating systems as described here are highly 
nonhierarchical - that is, they are single-level and have 
no internal master/slave relationships. This characteri­
stic, combined with component autonomy, greatly aggra­
vates the control problems.
1. Even if autonomous multiple components are cooperating, 
the propability of simultaneous conflicting actions
is much higher then in hierarchical systems.
2. Also, synchronizing the actions of the various 
controllers in the system is much more difficult, 
because of the presence of appreciable time-lags.
3. .The problem of deadlocks or infinite cycles within 
the system is quite different from that associated 
with other systems. Some proposals call for a super­
visor (an outside third party) to solve this problem: 
however, such a supervisor would havn to be transient, 
since the presence of a permanent supervisor mould  
denote an unacceptable degree of hierarchical control.
4. Any system exhibiting monolithic, autonomous control 
presents completely now problems in system scheduling.
A request for service in a nonhierarchical system might 
well result in an Initial denial of that service by
all physical resources, in that instance, the requesting 
entity might initiate an evaluation of relative priori­
ties between the new request and currently executing 
tasks, followed perhaps by bidding (priority adjustments) 
and decision-making. Thu efficient execution of this 
procedure is one of the most important functions of 
the high-level operating system.
:1V-
5. Resource management in a distributed system is a
multidimensional job. Thus Par, very little work has 
bean done on the aspects of resource management that 
apply specifically to distributed processing systems. 
However, low-level functions are quits similar to 
those per Formed on uniprocessor; they include 
physical resource allocation and, management of 
those Facilities required by a process after it has 
been scheduled on a particular system component.
Before that can be done, however, the required resources 
m y  hevs to bo assembled at one location, or linkage 
mechanisms established so that they can be used remotely. 
The problems thet have to be addressed in that process 
are locating the resources, determining which components 
are suitable, and determining the best way to move 
the resources to the selected location, At an even 
higher level is the scheduling problem, dslGrmining 
when a Function should be initiated or terminated.
When all oF these problems and their possible solutions 
are comparod to similar problems and solutions encountered 
in uniprocessor systems, tho major Factor aggravating the 
distributed system problems is seen as communication within 
the distributed system, which 1b asynchronous with respect 
to tho detailed execution oF the Functions, end which 
exhibit Liitie-lDgs in addition to the communication 
processing time itself, Uniprocessors cope with many of 
the problems with semophones, Flogs, lockout gates, or 
time-outs. To attempt to do this within a reasonably 
complex distributed system requires too much time, in  
the senae that such processes reduce the throughput rate 
oF the system. Tho transit tline For signals transmitting 
the esinophoneo is of the order of 100 mS. In addition to 
the lowering of performance, the reliability and the 
robustness of most of the uniprocessor solutions are in 
doubt.
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Distributed computer contcoi syatema are still used 
despite those disadvantage, becauae most of these 
shortcomincjs con be resolver.! to on acceptoble level; 
and that most proceas control systems are slow and also 
do noL require complex back-up systems (i.e. not critical). 
In addition to this, DCCS offer more benefits than
disadvantages.
i of DCCS 
requirements:
'ound of the growing acceptance of the first 
i of DCCS in the various process industries has 
been the solution of drawbacks arising out.of the conven­
tional types of central control systems (27). In such a 
conventional system the op e ra to r has to collect the plant 
data from physically aepernte positions of a large control 
panel. Since only o small amount of automated information 
processing Is provided by such control systems many routine 
tasks have to be performed by the operator.
■
Already the first generation of DCCS has helped the operator 
by automating some of these routine tasks,
• preprocessing of the plant data to support the 
decision-making of the operator.
I algorithms to handle
of some of the safnly procedures during 
of the plant.
Usition, recording, tracking
ak the man-machine interface (MMIF) must be intensified 
by providing the following additional functions:
- the images of the conventional analog instruments, which 
are produced on the colour CRT, will have to be replaced 
by more meaningful patterns to eaoa the human perception.
- the flexibility of i;he men-mechine interaction has to be 
improved in order to cjiva the operator more direct 
access to the information needed ct a given point in time.
- some ports of the alarm analysis hove to be automated.
- provision of more advanced control algorithms including 
multivariable control.
- provision of simulation packages of the process in order 
to help the operator .in the evaluation of alternative 
courses of action; monUtirted ebove,
- provision of software packages which integrate costs 
information (e.g. maturisl, costs, energy) with the 
technical information ir. order to guide the operator in 
finding the moat cost effective operating point of the 
process.
- provision of software packages which support Die plant 
maintenance.
Communication system rgtmjromenla:
The downward integration of a DCCS to the senaora and 
transducers will el.iminata the need fat some of the conven­
tional analog c.l rcuitry for information processing in the 
process peripherals.
m #
It will also be necessary to include tha 
control oT the electrotnechanicol devices (e.g. 
swi.tchgear, pumps, compressors, etc) in the scope i 
DCCS. in order to completely replace the conuentii 
wiring between the intelligent instruments and the 
room, communication channels with the following chi 
ristics are required:
1. The reliability must be at the least equal to I 
reliability of the conventional two wire systen
2, The real time constraints of the problem must be 
considered, i.e. the delays introduced by the commu­
nication system must be short and have a guaranteed 
maximum value.
3. it must bo possible to reconfigure and expand the  
communication system dynamically and incrementally, 
i.e. the communication system must have high ex­
tensible transport capacity.
A. The information which is transmitted across an inter­
face between two subsystems must be observeable with­
out undue technic. overhead.
5. The capacity of the communication system must be 
rather high since a lot of sensors and actuators may 
request aiinultaneously mesaege-Lransnusslon - it is 
typical for technical processes that in critical 
situations Important messages originate at many points 
simultaneously.
6. Additionally, the communication system has to provide 
logical means to coordinate end synchronise tasks that 
arc being performed by different processors.
Fulfils an important coordinating function For the 
decentralized computer system.
7. The user must communicate with the system by directives 
containing service names only. My criterion of system 
transparency makes unnecessary and perhaps impossible 
the usar designation of the system component oFFering
duces new problems of system failure and user error
The above indicates the central role of the communication 
system. The most important requirements can be summarized 
as Follows;
- the reliability of thr communication system must be very high.
- mechanisms have to be provided in the communication 
system (and rest of the system os a whole) that allow 
an uninterrupted monitoring of oil resources (computer 
and links) and the scattering obnui. of the resulting 
status information.
Comnonento/functional units requirements
The components have to bo supplied as Far as possible 
os standard modules* namely: smallest replaceable units 
(SRUs). This results in cost effectiveness in the system; 
mean time to repair (MT'rR) is reduced end spares are readily 
available, Components required in a DCCS ars discussed 
in chapter 'i below.
peripherals have to be connected not only to one but 
to several processors, This .is not For signals from 
sensors but somewhat involuec. For o e  output lines. 
Perhaps the failed processor doesn't recognize Its 
Failure and still tries to control the output lines
Fails it must be
These methods may be integrated in the message 
communication system.
4. Another requirement is the access to central resources 
that cannot be completely dispensed with even in 
decentralized systems.
Examples are;
- central dots bases. Mass memories will be (because 
of environmental conditions) concentrated at one
or a few places. This moans a lot of traffic for 
the communication system and some additional 
coordination tasks.
- fast specialized processors like array processors 
may just be Installed once.
- Operator consoles have to be connected to one or 
perhaps two processors - all messages about the 
stole of the process and its control system have to 
be routed to these processors.
Central resources are responsible for additional 
communication traffic and may require large transport 
f acilities.
5. finally, another requirement As the need for a atandard- 
interfece in order to connect Computers of different 
suppliers to one decentralized aysLom. All distributed 
system-' offered on the market today have only one common 
feature! They are incompatible with all others.
The reason is not because the suppliers are .interested in 
preventing (although At might be the case at times) the 
coupling of different systems but the difficulties in 
defining a common stondard.
The definition not only lies to inriude the physical 
interface but also the logical one - .In the computer 
network terminology the word "protocol" is used fo r  
a set of ruloa established to create a mutual agree­
ment amongst all parties sharing a communication 
structure.
Criteria For p i eUlbutlop
This basic structural problem unavoidably brings up a 
further question: according to what criteria should the 
system be distributed? Should these criteria be process 
orientated, should they be orientated according to the 
capabilities of the highly integrated technology of micro­
processors, or according to the special characteristics 
of a serial data transmission system with a data bus, or 
according to a special monitoring and operating system 
with video display units.
it goes without saying that these criteria must be pre­
dominantly process orientated if the danger of becoming 
caught up in modern trends of short-lived momentary 
solutions is to be avoided. It is surprising to find 
1'iat many modern process control systems are constructed 
to a considerable extent dependent on the special capa­
bilities of one semiconductor technology or another, and 
much lose - if el all - according to the requirements of 
the process, or on safe, cowprobsnsible, economic and 
advanced process operation. It is difficult to assess 
this and to evaluate it with respect to a given system; 
it Is fin.'Lly alno n question of subjective judgement, 
in this way, for example, one particular user can be 
completely satisfied if the functional units of his 
distributed control system are only capable of closed loop 
control, if it is the case that interlocking and sequencing 
are little or not at all used in his process, such os in a
Process control la n system application chsvecterlzt 
a .iQi-QG number of anoJog Inputs distvlbutod ouer n v 
area, find a dele acquisition system For trfinsrer oF 
Inrovmatjon From a variety of sensor types to the cc
MM#
The c.laseica3. system approach to data acquisition in 
process control involves analog signal flow between sensors 
end computer (Tig. 2.4). A typical sensor, such as a 
thermocouple, supplies a voltage between 0 and 40itiV.
Because this low level sign.: la unsuitable for long 
distance transmission, each sensor or transducer connects 
to a signal conditioning circuit that translates the
signal, typically to a 4  20mA current loop. Analog
output of sceb signal conditional' is fed via a seperate 
cable or twisted pair to a central analog to digital 
converter that supplies digitized signals to a computer 
and to other devices such as displays, limit alarms, 
and star configuration, with each sensor or point having 
an individual connection to the central location.
As a result, wiring cost is high, in many cases accounting 
for 30 to SO?; of total system cost. Cabling costs have 
been discussed in chapter 1 above.
Recent advances in semiconductor technology have mode 
possible monolithic, accurate, low cost analog to digital 
converters that overcome fundamental limitations of the 
classical system. The cost of 8- to 12-bit conversion 
at low speeds no longer requires that many analog Inputs 
share the converter. Connecting a converter to each 
transducer (fig. 2.5) results in two major ognefits.
First, the vlgnel conditioner circuit can be simplified 
or eliminated because the converter is located close to 
the transducer. Transducer output con either bo con­
verted directly, or be conditioned by a single stage 
amplifier. Secondly, data transmission becomes a totally 
digital process, with inherent noise Immunity and low
A practical future system needs a data transmission link 
to provide date integrity at minimum cost. For this link, 
consider a serial versus a paralled structure.
Display
The paralled bua is suitable for short distance, high 
data rate conwiun.tCBUons. However, process control 
systems require long distance, typically low speed data 
links, which indicate implementation of a serial dsta 
transmission concept. Whenever data rates permit, 
aerial transmission should be used tu reduce cable and 
wiring costs, allow use oF common carrier facilities 
where appropriate, and facilitate system expansion.
Aftev a serial data link is chosen, other design ele­
ments such as data rate, 2- or 4 wire, half-or full- 
duplex, and protocol structure must be decided upon. 
Obviously, in developing systems for distributed data 
acquisition and control, it is important that all key 
elements pertinent to the serial data link be standar­
dized, and that the designer be provided with a wide 
choice of components and subsystems From various sources, 
all of which arc compatible in data communication.
The serial data link allows the designer to consider a 
bus or mulLipoir!. vystem configuration, instead of the 
point to point system. The former is discussed in 
chapter ?.5.3 below (under LAN). Other implications 
and possibilities opened up by the bus or multipoint 
system configuration are a distributed processing con­
cept and a variety of protocols discussed in 
chapter 2.5.3..1 below.
The practical experience with process control computer 
projects in industry indicates the growing tendency to 
consider control .in terms of total integrated systems 
control. Fig. 2 .6 below showa the structure of a dis­
tributed .intugrated information processing system. The 
boxes shown in the diagram arm clusters oF the different 
sections of the sytem which have been partitioned 
according to criteria discussed in chapter 2.A above.
Each box/titetion/cluster is e computer together with an 
interface to the communication network.
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'Ing, etc.),
-LAN, long
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jram (or mess 
gets to its
switching); this way,
•ight, and their
i. They ore: star, hi.orachy, wesh, bus (with end 
it a bus controller), ring, etc. Tor distributed
- centralized: there is one controller/master in 
charge of the access to the network.
- decentralized deterministic: the access to the net­
work is not random.
- doce tralized probabilistic: the acceao to the net­
work is random, and depends on some probability 
function. This is what CSMA/CD is based on.
flow and congestion control
Kopetz (15/ discusses flow and congestion control. 
flow control
Control of the flow of information such that the sending 
discipline does not outpace the receiving displine. 
Examples are the par protocol, sliding window, etc.
Congestion control
Control of the flow of information such that the trans­
port capacity of the network is not exceeded.
Every network with bursty traffic requires flow control 
and congestion control mechanisms. A congestion control 
performance trade off graph from Kopetz (15) is 
reproduced below, fig 2.7 .
Naming and addressing
"Naming" is a vary important aspect in distributed 
systems. It determines the type of addressing that should 
be implemented, how the system should be expanded and 
how it should be maintained.
throughput
What is it, therefore, that should carry a natne?
b ) the application process: - this implies that the appli­
cation process can be connected anywhere in the 
network end the other processes can 'communicate 
with it.
b) the access point in the network (port)
i) physical name: - this specifies the physical 
location of the connection point of the 
process in the network. This is very ad­
vantageous for maintenance.
c) the physical location of an object in the
network:- this specifies the physical location 
of the process in the network, e.g. a tapping point 
on the 6jm level of a boiler, etc.
cl) the access path to an object:-the name i s  given to 
the access path to the process.
Points a), b) and d) are illustrated on fig. 2.8 and 
point c) on Tig- 2,9 below.
The name space design determines
a) the visibility
b) the accessibility
c) the Interchangeability of objects
This is illustrated on f.lg. 2.10 below.
If thermocouples T, , T2 * T3 , T/( are not named, but only 
T is ncimed that is the rmme space is closed for t, , T;,
T) , \  then Tj , Tj , Tj , T/, ■ ■ ' - changed without affecting
the whole process.
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Illustration of points a),b),d).
System
I I .
Fig-
Illustration of po in t 
for example
temperature T  at 30 m level, of a vertical boiler,
Process Temperature, T
Example: Temperature sensor:
Generally, the locel ccntent (Tj ,T2 ,Tg ,1^  ) should be 
hidden, i.e. we ore not interested in Tj ,Tj ,lg ,7^  - we 
want to know the process temperature T (Fiat name space), 
The maintenance man would like to know T| ,T2 .Tg ,7^  end
T1 ,T2 ,T3 a  are used to calculate T.
A "clean" name space would bo one where 7, ,T2 ^  and
7 are named to cater for both the maintenance man and
The scope of name spaces can be:
a) global: - used for process control calculations.
b) local: - used for access or maintenance.
The structure of name spaces Implies assumption ut 
the system structure: -
a) flat name space; - hidden details, impl" ■'
physically distributed.
b) hierarchical name space: - not fully physically
distributed system.
Local 'area networks * LAN
N<: T k s  linking machines together have been around in one 
fou. or another for a long time. Data communications 
began with Samuel F.B. Norse's invention of telegraphy 
some 140 years ago and expanded with the invention of the 
teletypewriter around the turn of the century. Computers 
have been Communicating with r-.-n'h other and with remote 
terminals for a quarter of a n  nt ury.
Earlier systems commurticatod >v ■ long distances; the 
communications were fixed betwwi two points> and once the 
link was set up* it remained r :l nb Lished for a relatively 
long time.
In modern process control systems the entities are confined with­
in a range of a mile or two. The different entities want to 
access each other all the time: a long distance communi­
cation network and a permanently established link 
between any two entities, are therefore, not required.
A local area network can be defined as a communication 
network which covers a distance shorter than that covered 
by a long haule network but longer than that covered by 
a computer bus, etc. Kopetz (15-p5/l-5/2) compares a local 
area network with a long haule and a computer bus network.
While there is no single definition for a local area 
network, there is a broad set of requirements:
a) relatively high date rates (typically 1 to 10M bits 
per second).
b) geographical distance spanning about one kilometre 
(typically within a building or a small set of 
buildings);
c) ability to support several hundred independent devices;
cl) simplicity, or the ability "to provide the simplest 
possible mechanisms that have the required functionality 
and performance11;
e) good error characteristics, good reliability, and minimal 
dependence upon any centralized components or control;
f) efficient use of shavad resources, particularly 
the communication network itself;
g) stability undor high load;
h) fair access to the system by all devices;
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i) easy installation of a small system, with graceful 
growth as thm system evolves;
jJ ease oF reconfiguration and maintenance; t,nd
k) low cos I' i
1) sccesslbility, to fQCilitate interconnection of 
entities to one another with simple addressing,1
m) standardization of signal exchange methods, i.e. 
communication protocols.
.5.3.1 Types of LANs and the methods of accessing the I.AN
Kopetz (15-p.5/4 to p5) discusses different types of 
local area networks such aa : the ring system and single 
channel (bus) system. He also discusses the characteristics 
of the ring system and the type of control (token-connector, 
contention and fixed slotg-TDM or TDM) of the ring system.
Kopetz ( IS) discunses the problems to be solved in a bus 
system and the typos of access to 0 bus system communi­
cation medium namely; fixed assignment (FDM or TDM), 
demand sesigmonl; ( c e n tra l or tjistributed) and random 
(random access, Blotted aloha, pure aloha, persistent 
CSMA, slotted non-persistent C5MA) access or a combination 
of the above. Me also discusses the problem associated 
with each communication bus oecosa technique.
The carrier "enwe multiple access with cgrrier detection 
(CSMA/CD) and the Ethernet system (as CSMA/CD is applied 
to Jt) ore discussed in 15, Kopetz (15) compares the 
efficiency (throughput) of the different rmidom access 
systems under different load condit.Lons-p.5/16; and the 
delay thereof under different throughput conditions.
   ' '
At the end of chapter 5, Kopefcz (15) mentions the IEC 
bus (IEEE 480) for the connection of instrumentation to 
a computer/processor.
The throughput of a network can be described as referring 
to how quickly data can be transmitted among terminals 
and peripherals. Network throughput can be expressed 
by a load/vosponse time curve such as shown in fig. 2.11 
below. Most networks are efficient for ao long as the 
load is light to moderate. Once the knee of the curve 
is reached, service deteriorates rapidly, and trans­
mission delays result.
2.5.3.2 Bus system of a LAN:
The bus system of a LAN is shown in fig. 2.12 below.
2.5.3.3 Transmission media:
Another important consideration in implementing LAN is 
what type of transmission medium will be used to inter­
connect the processes. Currently, coaxial cable and 
paired wire have the inside track, with a relative new­
comer, fibre optic cable, rapidly gaining acceptance.
Paired copper wire has the advantage of being low cost, 
and if the distance between processes is short, it is 
capable of reasonably fast transmission speeds - about 
1,5 M bits/sec over a range of about 1.5 km. Coaxial 
cable is capable of much greater transmission speed and 
currently considered to be the most desirable medium, 
fibre optic has the greatest data- carrying capacity 
of all, but it has other limitations, the principal 
ones being that it is exepensive and more costly to 
connect to multiple processes.
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Interprocess communicekion:
Kopetz (15) defines interprocess communication as dealing 
with the exchange of information between sequential pro­
cesses executing in parallel, where the information 
exchanged in general comprises
a) synchronization information.
b) a data structure.
He defines a message as sin indivisible (atomic) data 
structure, which is formed for the purpose of Inter­
process communication. He defines two events which are 
associated with the transfer of a message namely:
a) the event of sending the message, Es
b) the event of receiving the message, Er
Kopetz (15) refers to a message with no data structure 
os e signal.
He also discusses the classification of the inter­
process communication mechanism according to:
a) who is the partner?
b) communication pattern: l-l,l-n,n-n (3 patterns).
e) assumptions about the reliability of the medium.
d) conditions for the acceptance of a message by the 
receiver.
e) the meaning of the acknowleagefnenl,
a total or 3
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A Gangralized dssj.qn sequencs
Rased on hhe knowledge of the design processes Toe 
cenLrfllj-zed systems and data communication networks, a 
geniii'alizsd design sequence hes been derived for dis-- 
tcibuted systems, (see Pig. 2.13), to illustcate the 
applicability of established methods and to identify 
new problem arena. The first step in the sequence, the 
definition of system requirements baaed on Bans under­
standing of the application, is common to any design. 
However, the1selection of a p' titioning strategy, an 
a priori decision in centrojizeii systems, becomes a 
critical step in distributed architecture design. The 
choice depends upon a thorough understanding of the 
application as it requires the decomposition of the 
global problem (process control), into its elements 
(local data acquisition, processing, storage, manmachine 
interactions, etc.) It has a direct influence on the 
adequacy of the design and largely dictates the relative 
difficulties experienced in the three major design areas:
a) processing clusters
b) data communications and
c) data base*
Eventually, the three areas comMnd to form the actual 
systorm Overall evaluation is performed to assess the 
strength^ and weaknesses of the entire design. Innumerable 
interactive loops occur in the sequence but only the major 
ones are shown for the sake of clarity.
Appendix 2 gives a more detailed discussion of the subject 
"A distributed comjsi/ker control system (DCCS) architecture11. 
Thif- gives more information on system building blocks, 
processing clusters* data corr; ,un.icotion, data bases and 
control hierachios, ,
DEFINE SYSTEM 
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- estimate cost/, 
performance 'rade-offs.
Fig. 2.33
A generalized design sequence for distributed computer systems.
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(15)
it dynamically.
'.g. verification of the
A Failure is an event is a state. An
2.7.1.2
is to
- fault (i
Fault).(if
Kopetz (15) goes on to describe briefly each 
these points. Other text books can be ccnsu. 
further details on the above mentioned steps
2.7.2 Recovery
Recovery can be defined as the restoration 01 
term! state of a component euch that it is t 
with its environment.
2.7.2.1 Stateless components
P-stoteiess: state restoration is not
M-statelessi initialize the component v 
information structure.
2.7.2.2 State components
There are two approaches to recovery of this type of 
component:
a) Backward recovery: restore g "previous" stafc. 
has been saved at a previous point in time (< 
Modify this state or the environment in such 
that they are consistent again (oompi ).
will tb) Forward recovory; try to find a state 
consistent with its environment in the
2.7.2.3 Backward recovery in distributed svstoma
Backward error recovery depends on the provision of recovery 
points, i.e. a means by which a state of a process can be 
recorded and later reinstated. Various techniques can be 
used for obtaining such recovery points.
:;V
::
Refer' ,ne 23 discuGses techniques such aa: checkpointing- 
type nit ..I. •nianis which involve the foreknowledge of the 
source i ttio pro^casDe could modify while they are in 
the atomic notion (e.g. all of working storage). Audit 
trail techniques involving recording all the modifications 
that are actually mode. Recovery cache-type, the recovery 
block scheme and many others are also mentioned. A major 
problem with strategies based simply on records of what 
information flow has, or might have, occurred is that they 
do not necessarily result in the location of a set of 
usable recovery points. The problem is illustrated in 
fig. 2.14. This shows three processes, each of which has 
three recovery points in addition to that taken at the 
point of its entry to the shared atomic action. The 
dotted lines mark occurences of information flow between 
processes.
Process 1 can only be backed up to its third recovery 
point. Process 2 can also be backed up to its'third point 
or else process 1 starts interfering with it. Process 3 
cannot be backed up without processes 1 and 2 interfering 
with it.
The search for a usable set of recovery points for the 
process which Is in error, and For other processes 
which ore also affected, is in fopt e search for a set 
of consistent recovery points. Such a set we will term 
a recovery line. Each process will at any moment have 
associated with 11 a (possibly empty) sequence of recovery 
lines. A recovery line in fact identifies a sat of 
recovery points, each belonging to a different process, 
such that
b ) one of these processes is the process in question)
b) no Information flow took place between any pair of processes 
in the set during the interval spanning the saving of 
their identified recovery points.
&
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c) no inrormobion n o w  took place between any process 
outside the set and any process in the set subsequent 
to its identiried recovery points.
All this leads : ,e definition of a recovery line as:
a line that ident.-.ns a set of process states which 
might have all exit, ted at the same momentj and since 
which all the processes have been isolated from the 
rest of the system, so that abandoning the activity which 
postdates these states is a straight forward task.
2.7.2.3.1 Li mi ts to Ba ck war d recovery
In a real time system the environment can be considered as 
a process which cannot be reset to e previous state, 
e.g. a chemical reaction.
forward recovery in distributed real time systems
The relative simplicity of backward recovery is due to 
two facts: first, that questions of damage assessment 
and repair are treated quite seperately from those of 
how to continue to provide the specified service; and 
second, that the actual damage assessment takes vir­
tually no account of the nature of the fault involved.
In forward error recovery these questions arr inter­
mingled, and the technique 'la to a much greater extent 
dependent on having Identified the fault, or at least 
all its consequences. Tima generalized mechanisms for 
backward error recovery are quite feasible. In contrast, 
forward error recovery sc/wiea must, it seems, be designed 
as integral part of system they serve. Despite this 
entanglement with all of the other aspects of a system, 
forward orror recovery techniques con bo quite simple 
and effective. However this simplicity will be based bn 
the assumed simplicity of the faults and the ensuing 
damage that they are expected to have to cope with.
Where such fisswnpticm are justlFiecI, forward error 
recovei'y cen be both simple nncl much more efficient than 
backward error recoi/ory (after all, backward error re­
covery involves undoing everything a system has done since 
passing its recovery point, not just the things it did 
wrongly). However in many cosea the simplicity owes 
mucih to the Pact that the forward error recovery provisions 
are not even required to achieve complete error recovery.
Software dasicin for fault tolerance
a) Distinguish between
i) state component
ii) M-stgteless component 
aii) P-stateless component
b) Try to reduce the number of state components to a minimum.
c) Analyse the state information of the state components 
anti eliminate that pgrl: of the state Information, 
which o component can enforce on the environment or 
which is available in the environment.
d) observe the interfaces around components for error 
detection (plausibility checks)
e) use timing checks For error detection.
For it ultimately c
■ : ' ■ v  .; ,
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CHAPTER 3
of logic elements (gates, Flipflops) that o 
can lay out on a chip o f given area is also
: element density is a complex function
Total chip £
All three of these
circuit geometries, nnd improved the 
used to establish component geometry on the chip. 
Components per gate or bit have fallen as a result of 
designer .Ingenuity; and the stacking factor has incresset 
partly as a result of designer experience, but also 
because proportionally less chip area is wasted on large 
ips. The table shows roughly how these 
three factors hove changed with bifne, and figs. 3.1(e) 
and 3.1(b), (from ref. IQ) show the resulting computed 
circuit densities, in components or gates, and bits per 
square inch of chip area, respectively.
■ -
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Some actual IC data appear on the 
that the model is an approximation and that typical 
circuits may be quite different for various reasons.
Figs. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) below is a repeat of Montgomery 
Philster's (.10) curve of the number of components and 
bits on constant-cost chip. Other lines represent data 
from published papers. Fig. 3.2(a) shows number of 
components per constant-cost chip. The solid lines which 
roughly follow the computed points for bipolar and MOS 
logjc. The dotted lines repeat a curve of Noyce's (20). 
Fig. 3.2(b) shows computed points for number of bits on 
a constant-cost chip, along with a dotted line representing 
an equation by Dell (2). Note that the model portrays 
slower growth rate than those shown in published papers.
The rates shewn by Noyce (20) and Dell (2) cannot be 
sustained indefinitely and may already have fallen off.
Optimum chip size
Fig. 3.3 shows how bipolar chip cost has changed with time. 
Each curve represents chip cost in a given year. Fig. 3.4 
provides another look at the same data, and shows that in 
any year there is an optimum sized chip for which gate 
costs are minimized. Every year as LC technology improves, 
the optimum chip gets bigger and the cost per gate smaller. 
Characteristics of optimum chips appear in figs. 3.3 and 
3.4. The chip size which minimizes IC cost is not necessa­
rily the size which minimizes system cost, however, for 
system costs include the costs of packaging, power and 
interconnects. Furthermore, the chip which minimizes the 
system costs is smaller thah that which minimizes life 
cycle coats, which include development and maintenance os 
well as manufacturing cost. Infact IC manufacturers are 
constantly looking for designs which .incorporate many 
components and can be sold in large quantities.
 .. _

Fulfilling the Fixed
tility oF microprocessor systems. AddiL: 
oF 5V device operation hos eigniFicantly
Memory chips, microprocessors, and programmed logic i 
have emerged as the most important big-dhip products to 
date. But engineers still make use of the far from opti­
mum SSI and MSI circuits For n 
designers have found it difficult to 
of the potential benefits of 1C
5 were hailed as
Microprocessors:
With their introduction, micro 
the next generation of digital t 
with nonvolatile memories, they offered a low t 
versatile alternative to r 
logic. The inherent flexibility of I 
that designing microprocossc 
largely a matter of simply : 
and reconfiguring I/O, thus allowing the same basic 
microprocessor to be used in a variety of different 
applications.
Fulfilling the fixed memory requirement through the use 
of EPROMS and ROMS has had a direct impact on the versa­
tility of microproccJsor systems. Additionally the advent 
of 5V device operation has significantly reduced power 
supply requirements and associated costs Of design, 
materials, assembly and reliability. Also, compatibility 
within families of nonvolatile memories has lessened 
restraints on device usage, Virtually all MBS memory 
manufacturers strive for pin compatibility between ROMS 
and EPROMS of varying densities. This enables the econo^ 
mica,I. use of read only memory for large volume applications 
and pin compatible erasable programmable read only memory 
for custom and prototyping applications. Memories of 
upgradable density make it possible to use the most cost- 
effective density and allow For changes in program length 
by providing case of expansion. These factors are nece­
ssary to fully utilize a basic microprocessor in a variety 
of tasks.
: : :  i
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fig. 3.5 below shows the cost of microoomjiutera compered 
to minicomputers. Microprocessors are becoming cheaper by 
the day. This Figure has been reproduced from Kopetz (15?.
3.3 State- and Stateless Components:
IF the persistent state oF a component is always empty 
the component is called stateless, otherwise it is a 
state component. The distinction between stafceless- 
and stekc-componentB is important from the point oF 
view of recovery. A stateless component is M-stateless 
(modifiable), if its function can be modified without 
changing the hardware specification. A stateless 
component is P-stateless (permanent), if its function can 
only be modified by modifying the hardware.
3.6 failure Rate of Components
The following diagram (Fig. 3.6) shows the failure rate 
of components with time. It is a repeat of Kdpetz (15) 
p.2/11.
3.5 Smallest Replaceable Units (SMUs)
In order to design distributed systems for maintainability 
ond availability (email MTBF and MTTR) the hardware must 
be designed around easily replaceable SRUs. An SRU may 
be a printed circuit board with s collection of ICa
mounted on it. The SRU is normally designed to execute
one function. A faulty SRU js simply unplugged from 
the system end a non Foully SRU plugged in its place.
The SRU concept makes it easy for the maintenance crew 
to keep the required spares.
3.5.1 Requirements.of SRUs:
It is required that on SRU
%
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- should hava simple and obaerveabie infcerfaces around 
ib, Lo facilitate testing, e.g. during oommissioning
- should be easily tested, i.e. it should be possible to 
inject simulated inputs and observe and study outputs
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a) Cooling purposes
b) Supply for the boiler
c) Ratable and fire extinguishing water
The water used is clarified and then demineralized so 
that corrosion and clogging due to crystalization can 
be minimized.
The system can therefore be divided into three sections 
namely:
e) Clarification
b) Denuneralizaiion
c ) Condensate Polishing Plant (CPP).
Under the heading "clarification" we define the
i) Process water treatment plant (Pretveatment plant).
11) Filtration plant.
Under the heading "Demlnerelizat.ion" we define the boiler 
feed water make-up system.
Under the heading "CPP" we define the turbine conden­
sate treatment.
There is Hlso a chemical regeneration system; a chemical 
storage and dosing system; an effluent recovery system 
to maximize the use of the water; and an off]went con~ 
centrotion/proceesing system. The latter will not be 
discussed in this project report.
Watertreatment P ant or 'System Requirements
The watertreatment plant of a power station is basically 
required to:
- produce potable water (for drinking, etc.) for the 
whole power station.
- produce fire water for extinguishing any fires that 
may ariso in the power station,
- produce demineralized water to be fed into the boiler 
end used as a means of thermal energy transfer.
• demineralize Lho boilcr-turbine condensate (steam 
which has been condensed to water at the end of the 
best energy transfer process - at the outlet of the 
turbine) before it is fed back to the boiler.
• clarify raw water before it ia used (in the condenser) 
to condense boiler-feed water before being fad back 
to the boiler.
Portitlon.inci Strategy
The DCCS design for this plant will be process orien­
tated for the reasons outlined In chapter Z.4 above.
For the pucpoeoe of the application of OCCS techniques
ko the water treatment plant; this plant will be
divided into sight systems namely (see Fig. 4.2s)
1. Raw water clariricQtioh and chemical dosing (mainly 
soda ash, alum, lime and polyelectrolyte) - designated 
system 100.
2. Clarified water storage, filtering and p o ta b le water 
processing - designated system 200,
3. Boiler reed-water deminera.Uzat.ion - designated 
system 300.
4. Chemical storage, dilution/metering and dosing (mainly 
H2SO,, *  NbOH) - designated system 400.
5. Condensate Polishing Plant (CPP) - demineralization 
of the condensate From the boiler-turbine-condenser 
system - deoignated system 500.
6. Resin regeneration (cation and anion resin) and 
storage - designated system 600.
7. Hydrazine and Ammonia storage, dilution/metering and 
dosing - designated system 700.
0. Osminoralized water tankage; o rr iu s n b  drains,
recovery and neutralization; and plent air and potable 
water distribution in the water treatment plent - 
designated system 800.
The ninth system is the effluent concentration plant which will
not be discussed in this project report.
 -
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into aEach system (on Tig. 4.2(a)) i 
than one subsystem (see Fig. 4.1 sheet 1 to 0). Syste 
100, for example, can be subdivided into eleven sub­
systems namely: subsystem 100, 101, ... 110. Each 
subsystem is dedicated to a specific task in the syste
This partitioning . 
which shows all fchi 
DCC5. Signal flow 
each cinstev ere summarised below in tabular form 
(table 1). Table 1 gives a list of analogn ar J bir 
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Tig. 4.2(b) above gives the block diagram of the case 
study in the existing design. Fig. 4.2(a) above is 
the proposed block diagram; and is much sinpier then  
the former. This simplified block diagram depicts one 
of the benefits to tie achieved by using a distributed 
computer control system for the control system of this
Fig. 4.1 (sheets 1 to 0) shows subsystems of each major 
system (e.g. subsystem .103 in system 100) and the 
automation islands associated with each subsystem.
The number of inputs and outputs of each subsystem 
are also given.
It will be noticed that the number of I/Os I 
by the process interface module (note 5) are more 
than those handled by the LAN interface module (note 2] 
The number of l/0s handled by the latter are more than 
those handled by the serial bus coupler (note 10).
Generally, data communication rates are high between 
the partial process (or automation islands) and the 
partial process controller; the data rata is low 
between partial process controllers but is oven 
lower between major systems,
Processing units reouirements:
Each processing unit (or automation island) will be 
required to handle a maximum I/O of 362/196 (on the 
process side) according to the information given on 
fig. 4.1 sheets 1 to 8. The automation islands/ 
processing units will therefore be designed for an 
I /O  of 500/500 in order to allow for any expansion 
in each system. Each processing unit is dedicated 
to a subsystem and thus more processing units will 
be required whenever new partial processes are added.
The I/O requirements of each whole system are minimal 
as shown on fig. 4.1 sheet 1 to 8. System 100 1/0 For 
example, is 1/1 for Oinary signals and 0/0 for analog 
signals. System with maximum input requirements is 
system 600; and I = 45. System 600 has r.aximum out­
puts r 63. The standard interface between systems 
can be designed to handio an 1/0 of say 100/100.
Additional vsquiremonba of the processing units would be 
analysed thoroughly, ond thereaFtor design supervisory 
programs, application programs, calculate utilization oF 
process units, etc. as shown on Fig. 4.3 below.
The "data communication" end "data base" systems would 
then he designed step by step (For each) as shown on the 
same Fig, The design oF tha DCCS would be complete once 
this general design sequence .is complete. It is proposed 
that this design sequence be adopted and used For the 
case study. Some oF the aspects that have to be dealt 
with during the design process (as given by Fig. 4,3) 
are given below From chapter 4.4.3 to the end oF chapter 4,
4.4.3 Signalling system
Signals represent inFormot.ion on extra ordinary or un­
favourable events in the course of a process. They are 
unexpected items of information which cannot be"recognised 
as the obvious necessary consequence oF a previous 
occurrence. There ore two basic Forms of signals in a plant:
i) -pno e^si' signals, status signals .md
ii) control system .Internal alarms.
Process tngnnla and status sigials communicate an exact 
picture of the process to the operator (control room 
personnel). Those signals include .limit values oF measure­
ment values (pressure, temperature, Flow, etc.) and 
status signals (status Feedback such as ON/OFF, OPEN/CLOSED, 
MANUAL/AUTOMATIC, present criteria).
Control system internal alarms come From the automation 
equipment; i.e. the control system components. They are 
Faults From the automation equipment.
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DEFINE SYSTEM 
REQUIREMENTS
ESTIMATE
PROCESSING
REQUIREMENTS
~-i i..___
DESIGN
SUPERVISORY
PROGRAMS
DESIGN
APPLICATION
PROGRAMS
CALCULATE 
UTILIZATION OF
ESTIMATE ESTIMATE-
VOLUME REQUIREMEOTS
h" —
DESIGN
TOPOLOGY
DESIGN 
DATA BASE 
STRUCTURES
. 1 J-
DESIGN
LINE CONTROL
PROCEDURE |
DESIGN
!
CALCULATE UTI- CALCULATE UTI-
COMMUNICATIONS
FACILITIES
STORAGE
FACILITIES
I t
EVALUATE COMPLETE DESIGN 
CONFIGURATION:
identify potential 
bottlenecks. • 
estimate cost/, 
performance trade-offs
A generalized design sequence for distributed computer systems.
Control system components include sensors, transmitters, 
transducers, actuators, switching units, power supply 
units, electronic modules and connecting cables. In 
addition, the Functional interaction of these components 
is monitored For Faults. Qualitative distinguishing 
Features are:
1) direct signalling (without bus subsystem)
ii) central signalling (with bus subsystem).
With direct signalling, the most important feature is the 
complete independence oF the system without it being 
connected to thr -»m. An automation subsystem is
then able to i.ay the process and control
system signals ai., it. The process signals can
be recognised by the operator on the monitor or the 
manual automatic control station.
All process signals, status signals and 
internal alarms will be grouped together within each 
local processor and transmitted to the monitor or data 
logger via BUS 1.
The scope of the alarms will cover all vital signals or 
alarms associated with the operation end monitoring of 
the Water Treatment Plant.
The operating system consists oF colour monitors and light 
pens (Full graphics with curve display), etc, Serjol 
operator communication end monitoring is required, so that 
only subsets of the total information and associated
i Facilities are presented to the operator at
If pure serial operation by the monitor is not appropriate 
for reasons of availability or reliability, manual/auto­
matic control stations, acting in parallel, can be used 
i n  addition. Parallel and serial operator communication 
systems can be optimally combined for the particular 
automation problem. Operator communication units with 
process communication keyboard and a structuring key­
board and a monitor may be used for direct operator 
communication and structuring of an automation subsystem.
The use of monitors enables better organization, clear 
display of information and thus a reduction in stress for 
the operators and a better handling of faults. The space 
requirements in the control room are considerably reduced 
by the use of monitors.
A characteristic of this process communication and moni­
toring is the hierarchical organization of the information. 
The operator can select different levels in the' hierarchy, 
starting with an overall view of the process (coarse infor­
mation) down to the display of detailed images (e.g. a 
single control loop).
Only those operating possibilities which are permissible 
for the partial process selected are offered for operator 
guidance. The probability of maloperabions is thus greatly 
reduced. The data representation on the monitor is based 
on years of cxper.iuncc In  the field of ergonomics, especially 
onthropol'echnics.
Operator communication unit
Operator communication tind monitoring of the individual 
automation subsystems, ns well es the output of signals 
end logs, ore carried out using the operator communication 
unit, a combination of interface module, process communi­
cation keyboard and a monitor.
The keys on the process communication keyboard ore auto­
matically lettered according to the particular function 
and the possible operations thus indicated to the 
operator. The d is p la y s  fo r operator communication and 
monitoring have a hierarchical construction (area 
display, group display, loop display).
Subsystems within each major system
The automation subsystems have integrated operation 
(operating program, block lists, operable blocks, etc). 
The 'utomation subsystems can be operated in stand­
alone mode or in conjuction with other subsystems 
to which they are coupled through the bus system.
The hardware of the automation subsystem consists of a 
basic unit and one or several extension units. The 
modules for power supply, the interfaces, the CPU and 
the memory are accomodated in the central area of the 
baoic unit. Spare locations of the basic unit and in 
the extension units ore available for input/output modules. 
These modules establish the connection between the aut- 
mst.ion subsystem nnd the process. The process signals 
(analog, binary) are acquired in the input/output modules 
and prepared for processing in the CPU. The modules also 
contain output functions for positioning instructions 
provided by the CPU (e.g. to valves, etc.).
The CPU ia microprogrammed. The EPROM's contain the -
Invariable parts of the function blocks and the programs
process communication and monitoring. I ;
The function blocks ore complete program sections (firmware) 
such as cloeed-loop blocks nnd sub-group open-.loop control 
blocks, multipliers, logic elements (AND, OR, etc.) which
;ed in mult.
The keya on the process co tm u n ica tio n keyboard are auto- 
maticBlly lettered according to the particular function 
and the possible operations thus Indicated to the 
operator. The displays for operator communication and 
monitoring have a hierarchical construction (area 
display, group display, loop display).
Subsystems; within each major system
The automation subsystems have integrated operation 
(operating program, block lists, operable blocks, etc).
The automation subsystems can be operated in stand­
alone mode or in conjuction with other subsystems 
to which they are coupled through the bus system.
The hardware of the automation subsystem consists of a 
basic unit and one or several extension units. The 
modules for power supply, the interfaces, the CPU and 
the memory are accomodated in the central area of the 
basic unit. Spare locations of the basic unit and in 
the extension units are available for input/output modules, 
These modules establish the connection between the aut- 
mntion subsystem and the process. The process signals 
(an a log , binary) arc acquired i n  the input/output modules 
end prepared for processing in the CPU. The modules also 
contain output Functions for positioning instructions 
provided by the CPU (e.g. to valves, etc.).
Spyware
The CPU is microprogrammed. The EPROM's contain the 
Invariable parts of the function blocks and the programs 
for structuring, process communjcation and monitoring,
The function blocks are complete program sections (Firmware) 
such as closed-loop blocks ond sub-group open-loop control 
blocks, multipliers, logic elements (AND, OR, etc.) which 
are processed In multiplex.
A language would have In be developed to program the 
subsystems. The Function bJocks are interconnected or 
parameterized by plant-specific structuring data, i.e. 
input of structuring instructions. The st:t Luring 
data are stored in a RAM module. To increase reliability 
and availability, the RAM modules are provided with a 
battery back-up to prevent dots loss in the event of 
power failure.
Structuring can be carried out using monitors and struc­
turing keyboards (alphanumeric keyboards). An input/ 
output typewriter and a mini floppy disk unit can be 
used as supplementary devices, Modules with structuring 
and operating data for every function block installed by 
the user (parameters, limit values, interconnections, 
actual measured values, etc.) can be called up on a monitor.
Updating of the documentation is carried out automatically 
by back-translation from the original' data contained as 
bit patterns in the system. Thus there are no discrepan­
cies between the actual processing and its documentation 
(real-time documentation), There are function blocks (e.g. 
controllers and meesured-value monitoring blocks) which 
enable a standardized display on the monitor for process 
communication and monitoring in addition to the processing
Direct process com m unicalion i s  p o s s ib le using standard 
input/output devices such as a process communication 
keyboard with relevant key lettering and a monitor (operator
1) Signal status display
2) Signal status log
3) Signal oiquence display
4) Signal sequence log
5) Control system intprnsl alarms
B. frea function blocks
1) Open-.loop function blocks
2) General functions
3) Graphic displays
4) Logging
C. Standard function blocks (extension)
0. Multiple program
1) Monitoring
2) Closer!-loop control
3) Open-loop control
4) Arithmetic operation
5) Logic operations
6) Vperator cotnmunicBt.ion 
7} Displays
8) Logging
9) Coupling
10) Signalling
JJ) Alai-ffl processing
E. Structuring inotructions 
Basic configurotiona
1) Tor control functions
2) for general functions
3) For graphic displays 
6) Tor logging
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Communication system
Data is exchanged between individual systems or subsystems 
via the bus system BUS 1. The m ein requirement here is 
a coupling between several automation subsystems of one 
and the seme plant for the transmission of control infor­
mation as well as a coupling to the subsystems provided 
for operator communication, signalling and logging.
This bus system consists of n local bus and a remote bus, 
for the transmission of data, 8us converters are used as 
links between the local and remote buses; and bus couplers 
ere used for linking autonomous buses. With these facili­
ties data transmission can be designed optimally according 
to the application.
Remote (serial) bus system
Infnmotion of various typos, compiled into mes’sages, is 
transmitted betwwi the individual subsystems vie the bus 
system in serial mode. The messages are protected and 
are acknowledged by the receiver if transmitted without 
errors, The message is transmitted a second time if a 
collision has been sensed. The data paths can also be 
designed with redundancy where high requirements for 
availability of data transmission exist.
Each subsystem Is coupled to the bus (local) system via 
the autonomous bus interface module. This module decouples 
the exchange of data, in time and function, between its 
subsystem and the bus nystom. Every bus interface module 
can control the exchange of data, i.e. it con take control 
of the bus, The capabllU y to control a bus (master 
function) is random an,: t,ny bus interface module within 
each autonomous bus system can take control of the bus.
This communication protocol Is referred to as CSMA /CD 
(carrier sense multiple access/collision detection) and 
is a very powerful protocol.
The local and remote buses are connected together through 
a converter or bus coupler. Data fragments resulting 
from data collisions can be limited (by the bus decouplers) 
to one bus only. Thus, a higner availability than with a 
central bur, control is achieved in this way because new 
data transfer can be automatically set into operation in 
the other sections of the bus if other parts have data 
fragments.
The subject of C5MA/CD protocol will not be discussed 
here, because H u s  information can be found in a let of 
papers, e.g. the pup-.T by Shock, Dalai and Redell (2d).
.8.1.1 Data structure
Messages transmitted between stations/local automation islands 
conform to a data structure, the technical details of which 
are given in appendix l.
.8.2 Local bus system
The first major step towards general compatibility in elec­
tronic instrumentation for system use came in 1975 with 
the publication of the IEEE 488 - 1975 standard that defined 
an interface and communication bus for programmable in­
struments. This bus is commonly called the GfIB - the 
G- nora.t Purpose Interface Bus.
In 1970, Iho standard was further refined (IEEE 488-1978), 
defining an interface system that has become a widely 
accepted instrument industry standard. Traditionally, the 
bus has had the image of being devoted to the area of 
instrumentation, control and data acquisition.
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It has allowed ennineers to concentrate on solving their 
measurement problems instead of on computer instrument 
interfacing. With GPIO compatibility, meeui'omenk devices 
can be chosen ofT-Lhe-shelF and simply cabled with standard 
bus cables in sithar a linear or a tor configuration.
This is the local bus system that 1? proposed for the 
Water Treatment Plant. This standard is discussed in 
many papers and will, therefore, nol be discussed any 
further.
.4.9 Requirements of the communicatii'n system 
,6.9.1 Serial bus system
1. The serial bus system shall have a distributed structure. 
There is no equipment with central control tasks within 
the bus system. Each bus interface module can control 
and monitor the data flow on the bus (master Function). 
This function is not tied to any one Interface module 
and can therefore be acquired by another bus inter­
face module el any tim e . High avail ability of the 
transmission equipment Is achieved in this manner.
2. The communication system will have a high extensible 
transport capacity.
3. The transport delay induced by the communication system 
must have short and a guaranteed maximum value.
4. The reliability of the communication system must bo 
high: one failing link should not stop communication 
between other aysten.s.
5. Meehan ioms have to bo provided in the conwni.c0L.ton 
system that allow an unJnteruptud monitoring of all 
resources (computers and links) and the dissemination of 
tha resulting status information.
Inductive bus coni/orier
A bus converter is needed to connect individual parti­
cipants or a local bus with several participants to a 
remote bus. It performs a continuous signal conversion 
be*ween the locol bus and the remote bus o r  v ic e  verse 
without intermediate storage.
A coaxial cnbJo or M ir e  optic 1jnk may be used as the 
remote bus depending on the data rate (coaxial cable 
For low rates and fibre optic link for high data rates).
.9.1.2 Bus coupler
For the exchange of messages between bus systems working 
independently. The coupler accepts a message from bus 1 
for ei p a r t ic ip a n t  on bus 2, stores it and transmits it 
on bus 2 at the earliest opportunity and vice versa.
.9.1.2.1 PflraJled/rrdundant bus couplers
Two bus couplers can be .installed between t- autono­
mous remote bus systems, A differentiation must be 
mode between two applications:
.9.1.2.1..1 Parol: ‘I bus couplers
I f  the coupling copQC.il y of a bus coupler is insuffi­
cient, the transmitting capacity can be increased 
by approximately 100% using a second bus coupler. This 
parallel connection of buR couplers leads to a limi­
tation in the capacity should a bus couple fail (this 
is not a redundant con n e c tio n ).
uai-e tire also special conc/iLions in Innsl 
aWorks LheL allow For these extensive requirements 
realized on an economical basis:
i) High capacity lines (e.g. Optical Fibre links) 
may be installed : Line capacities are not a 
limiting factor.
i i )  The transmission cj 
lower than in the r
iii) Propagation delays ore negligible.
Characteristics oF the communication (bus) system
AppJIcat ion
- Exchange of information between the individual parti­
cipants of the distributed computer process-control
- Sequential transmission of information (messages) in 
digital form.
- Connection of external systems through a suitable 
interface module.
- A bus system with rsc.ilJti.es for participants located:
- far apart in the plant area (remote-; bus and/or)
- locally conronLrnled (local bus)
i connection between distributed OCCS 
up to Akin.
i as a connection between participants: 
a cabinet or a group of cabinets over distances 
' equal to 20m or -
- over distances up to .tOOm (with an additional 
electrical isolation module per participant;.
4.6.10.2 Design
The bus system consiels of a local and a remote bus. 
The dibLinction between tho local and romote ranges is 
significant for transmission and functional reasons.
Transmission modes using inexpensive transmitter and 
receiver equipment are used in the local rnnge. The 
number of line signals is not os drastically limited 
os in I he remote range. Redundancy and electrical 
decoupling do not become too expensive.
6.4.10.2.1 Local range
The data are transmitted sequentially on data lines. 
Clock, synchronization and control signals ore trans­
mitted on signal linec in th e local range. Distances 
of up to 20m are covered with an unbalanced and elec­
trically coupled connection between participants (For 
use "'thin cabinets and groups of cabinets).
Distances of up to 100m (line length) can be covered 
with electrically isolated, balanced transmission.
<gs place via a coaxial cable over 
distances of up to 4(<m (line length) for d itto  ro te s Jn 
hundreds of thousands of bits. If the data rate is in 
the range 1M bit - lOM bit a fibre optic link is 
Tho signals ore self-synchronizing bipolar square 
The coupling to the remote bus is 
and local buses con be coupled by bus converters
-s.
In thjs way, groups of
the data .intended for the other bus is transferred,
The bus coupler connects two autonomous bus systems. 
Using these two coupling devices, the requirements 
imposed on the distribution of data from the suto- 
matior system in a plant are met.
The following modules are very important for the 
realization of o "good" and a  liable bus system:
1.10.2.3 Local bus interface modules
For connection of individual participants to the DCCS 
bus system. The local bus interface modules'sre plugged 
into the basic units of the automation system, operating 
system and process computers and have an output for a 
redundant 20-m local bus.
I the 20-m local bus (one isolation module 
ir participant).
:oupling cepa'.ity of one bus coup It r is sufficjer 
lant link can be planned using a second bus
icond bus coupler automatically assumes 
I function j f the first bus coupler Fails, 
This is a true redundant connection.
The Lechiucal deLoi.le oT each one of these items will 
not be discussed because these details depend on the
ipftware
coupling software shall support the carrier 
;e multiple access/collision detection (CSMA/CO) with 
inciom delay co im un icQ lio n  p ro to c o l. Nothing more 
i this will be said obout CSMA/CO as mentioned
Application:
- very small plants
- up to 4 participants
- up to 20m bus cable
- redundancy as standard.
100-ra local bus 
Application:
- small plants
- up to 10 participants possible
- distance of 100m between first and last local bus 
Interface module.
- no long term plans for plant expansion.
Applies ti on:
- large plants
- up to 100 participants
- up to 4km remote bus coblo,
Sinnle participant on tho 4kn
- medium sized plants
- single parlicipaiic 
between individual pm
>te bus (long distance 
u) .
- ■■■
- mexj/nuro pBriphcrul conFiguration oF the connected 
automation system.
- up to 32 participants possible
- up to 4tkm remote bus cable.
Architecture
The proposed control system will be distributed in Lh 
dimensions as shown on Fig. 2.1 above.
1. Distributed control
2. Distributed hardware
3. Distributed data
Enslow (1970) gives a detailed discussion oF this distri­
bution concept. This concept is also discussed briefly 
in chapter 2.1 above. The communication system used to 
support this structure is distributed; and the communication 
protocol proposed is carrier sense multiple access with co­
llision detection (CSMA/CD) as discussed above.
This subject (architecture) 
sively because Furthi.
be discussed exten- 
i obtained in Enslow (1970),
4.6 Fault Tolerance and neu iverv
4.6.1 Fault tolerance
Erroneous behaviour oF the system shall be detected and 
corrected dynamically. The techniques/methods that moy 
be used to do this are discussed in chapter 2 above. When 
the system does ultimately Fail, it shall go to a Fail 
safe mode.
j ? - : '
bility of such a control system be fairly high.
' ' ' ' %
Recovery
This system shell be provided with a 
recovery points all of which will L e 
"process".
series of consistent 
the end of a given
Qackward and forward recovery shall be designed into this 
real time distributed computer control system.
This subject is discussed extensively in chaptei 
above and will therefore not be dealt with in great 
detail in this chapter.
Reliability and Mainloinability
The water treatment plant of a thermal power station is 
one of the key plants that should work properly all the • 
time if the problems outlined in chapter 1 above have 
to be avoided. It is therefore important that' the relia­
bility of such a control system be fairly high.
The control system should be easily maintainable because 
a power station is a labour intensive enterprise and 
therefore require standard hardware/software modules to 
repair and/or expand the system. The maintenance tasks 
should be simplified such that they can be done bv lowly 
trained personnel.
Reliability
1. Additional individual manual control stations will 
be provided.
2. A local operating system will be provided.
. ........ 1
.. r
3. Redundancy may be built into the system as follows: 
a.) Redundant communication system
b) Redundant devices connected in active redundancy.
Sources of system unreliability are outlined in chapter
2.2.3 above.
Maintainability
Standard SRUa will be used to facilitate the dynamic re­
placement of faulty units in the system. The subject of 
SRUs is discussed in chapter 3 above.
The software shall be structured such that it is easily 
maintainable over the .lifetime of the system. This subject 
is discussed briefly in chapter 2.2.2.2 above.
BockMjp
This subject will not be treated, but if back-up is 
required it can be achieved by connecting two automation 
islands/partial processors in active redundancy to each 
partial process. This will mean that all output lines 
from the partial process will have to bo duplicated in
The additional coats of implementing a back-up system 
in this case, would be very high (see also chapter 2.3.4). 
This is an axtonaJve subject '.n .its own right and will 
not bo discussed further.
CHAPTER 5 
RECOMMENDArimS AND CONCLUSION
5.1 Reconwiendat.tonB
DisEvlbuLod Computer Control Systems (DCCS) have a lot oF 
advantages over conventional centralized control methods 
and should therefore be used more in new process control 
plants.
From the point of view of maintenance, reliability, safety, 
recovery, etc., there are definately many benefits to be 
gained, for economic reasons, the automation of technical 
processes still needs, and will also need in the future,
DCCS expertise. Means must be available for DCCS with 
which processes of varying automation degrees and levels 
can be controlled, in addition, adequate process control 
must be ensured in the event of failure of automatic 
equipment.
The process data is available in digital form in modern 
process control systems. Operator communication and 
monitoring systems with CRT monitors can therefore be connected 
directly to the programmable digital automation system(s). 
Operator interventions ore input as a character string via 
a keyboard. Thus new means ore available for the im­
provement of control room design/layout.
5.1.1 What Improvemento ore provided by these now methods?
1. In the design of control stations for large plants with 
predominantly parallel communication systems, there is 
always a problem in arranging the many information 
units and controls in ouch a way that the operator • 
re tains the necessary overaj1 view.
Ill
The large numbers of communication units loads to very 
extensive panels one) desks. Seen from the operator's 
i (centrni supervisory position), there 
ibility and legibility or infor- 
mt sections oF the control
i necessary, the operator may 
i the supervisory position to the 
■ nto/ have to cell on a second 
operator. It is possible to carry out the monitoring 
and operator communication Functions at the same 
place using video display systems since both Functions 
ere combined in these systems.
Since operator communication is only necessary to a 
small extent in the substantially automated process 
plant, the serial representation of communication 
possibilities through monitors ia adequate.-
Since operation with monitors always takes place within 
groupings oF standardized displays which correspond 
to the arrangement oF conventional control end display 
elemenls in  a control panel section, the necessary 
parallel relationship is preserved. The use oF monitors 
For operator communjcation and monitoring enables the 
clear arrangement oF control stations For the operator 
while retaining all Facilities For individual actuation.
IF the inFomation for monitoring and clarification oF 
Faults has to be highly detailed, this necessitates the 
arrangement oF mony communication elements (e.g. 
Indicators, dJsplays etc.) when using conventional 
means, with a corresponding space requirement.
:
 _____ - _______ k i t — _______
A highly detailed view of the whole plant is not 
required continuously by the operator, however, but 
only in particular coses (stopping and starting uT 
plant sections, fault in a plant section, etc.).
Video display units provide the facility to increase 
the degree of detail of the in formation step by step . 
by changing from overview displays to detailed display.
A rigid arrangement of the communication elements for 
different operational cases is always a compromise.
With the video display technique, however, the grouping 
of information and communication facilities can be 
changed for different operational cases. This brings 
the advantage that the operator no longer has to find 
and combine the communication elements necessary for 
the particular case (operator guidance).
Flow diagrams or mimics with display of the variable 
states provide an adequate image of the plant. The 
operator can rapidly obtain an overall view of the 
current functional state. However, extensive flow 
diagrams in desks and par,els require large areas, 
whi.'.e operating controls can only be arranged within 
easy reach. On the other hand, video display u hs 
are particularly suitable for the display of flow 
diagrams with superimposed displays for treasured 
values, switching state of units or position of . 
valves etc. Large displays are possible which can 
be moved across the screen in rolling map mode using 
a joystick.
[nterventiona in these freely designabla displays 
can also be carried out using a light pen and super­
imposed key field.
___ _
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4. Line end multipoint recoudBrs are used to
record the variation of process variables with Lime.
The charts serve for documentation of the operating 
sequence for the plank management and also assist the 
operator in following the trend of measured values in 
order to decide on any necessary actions. Since the 
recorders mostly have to be arranged in panels (space 
requirement), and thus mainly at some distance from 
the central su p e rv is o ry  p o s it io n , it becomes difficult 
to recognize the shape of the curve, the measuring 
point identification or the unit.
The display of curves on monitors, however, can be 
examined at a favourable distance at the supervisory 
position. Bar displays can also be used for measured 
values instead of curves.
The technical devices and .,■■■ t in the OCCS are 
adapted to this requiremer, i .3, namely;
a) direct operator communication and monitoring and
b) central operator communication and monitoring. 
Conclusion
Distributed computer control systems are n new class of 
organizations end operations that exhibit a high degree oF 
distribution In all dimensions, as well as a high degree 
of co-operative autonomy in their overall operation 
and integration. Numerous systems have been designed 
that meet one or anothgr of the criteria in the definition 
of distributed systems, however, a large number of research 
issues must still bg solved before we can implement a 
true and complete distributed computer control system.
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Already the implementation of the first generation of DCCS
has shown substantial advantages for the user and ths vendor.
By providing the process control operator with processed 
plant Information, which is more relevant to his decision- 
making and by automating routine tasks it has been possible 
to improve the efficiency of the plant operation.
For the vendor, the decomposition of a monolithic control 
system into a set of stnn. irdized modules (SRUs) has 
considerably reduced engineering overhead.
The prevailing interest in DCCS is justified by the re­
quirements for reliability and flexibility. But the DCCS 
has its own problems of unreliability and inflexibility.
These problems are similar to those plaguing all computer 
design but mode even more serious when functions are 
distributed in different physical boxes (SRUs).
The next generation of DCCS will bring further improve­
ments in the efficiency of plant operation by integrating 
the process control system of an organization. In order 
to realize such an integration, for the water treatment 
plant of a thermal power station, a set of design principles 
for integrated DCCS has been presented together with a 
set of the open problems, which have to be solved.
Already the Implementation of the first generation of DCCS
has shown substantial advantages for the user end the vendor.
By providing the process control operator with processed 
plant information, which is more relevant to his decision­
making and by automating routine tasks it has been possible 
to improve the efficiency of the piant operation.
For the vendor, the decomposition of a monolithic control 
system into a set of standardized modules (SRUs) has 
considerably reduced engineering overhead.
the prevailing interest in DCCS is justified by the re­
quirements for reliability and flexibility. But the DCCS 
has its own problems of unreliability and inflexibility. 
These problems are similar to those plaguing all computer 
design but made even more serious when functions are 
distributed in different physical boxes (SRUs).
The next generation of DCCS will bring further improve­
ments in the efficiency of plant operation by integrating 
the process control system of an organization. In order 
to realize such an integration, for the water treatment 
plant of a thermo.l power station, p. set of design principles 
for integrated DCCS has boen presented together with a 
set of the open problems, which have to be solved.
1.
:
DESTIII- Si
I--------1
DATA STRUCTURE
StaLlons/local automation islands must be able to trans 
and receive packets on the common coaxial coble/fibre 
optic link (Dus system) with the indicated format and 
spacing. Each packet should be viewed as a sequence of 
D-bit bytes; the least significant bit of each byte 
(starting with the preamble) is transmitted first.
Maximum Packet Size; 1526 bytes (0 byte pre 
header +1500 date byte
>le + id byte 
h 4 byte CRC).
Minimum Packet Size: 72 bytes (8 byte preamble + id byte 
header + d6 data bytes + d byte CRC).
Preamble i This 6d-bit synchronization p 
contains alternating V s  and 0's, 
ending with 2 consecutive Vs. It is 
10.10.1010.1010.10101010101010101010.10101010101010101010101(110101011.
: This dO-bit field specifies the stnl 
to which the packet Is being transmitted. Each s 
mines this field to determine whether it should t
i(s)
V
^    :
C(*).*"+x^ *ZW^ xU+*l°+*G
The CRC coubvb the address (destination/source), type, and 
data fields. The First transmitted bit of the destination 
fluid is the high order term of the message polynomial to 
be divided by C(x) producing remainder R(x). The high- 
octier terra of R(x) la the First transmitted bit of the 
Racket Check Sequence field. ' The algorithm uses a linear 
feedback register which is Initially preset to all I's 
after the lost data bit is transmitted, the contents of 
this register (tho remainder) ore inverted and transmitted 
as the CRC field. After receiving a good packet* the 
rocejvor'n nhift register contains,
  ;
M i m  .11 PackeL Soocinq: This spacing is 9,6 us, the 
minimo : ime that must elapse aTLar one transmission 
beforB u.other trannmiasion may begin.
Round trip dalay: The maximum end-to-end, round trip delay 
for a bit is 51,2 us.
Collision Filtering: Any received bit sequence smaller than 
the minimum valid packet (with minimum data Field) is 
discarded tis a collision fragment.
Control Procedure
The control procedure defines how and when a station may 
kennsmit packets into the com on cable/fibre optic link 
(communication medium). The key purpose is Fair resolution 
of occassional contention among transmitting stations.
Defer: A station must not transmit into the communication 
medium when carrier is present or within the minimum 
packet spacing time aFter carrier has ended.
Transmit: A station may transmit if it is not deferring..
It may continue to transmit until either the end of the 
packet is reached or a collision Is detected.
Abort: If a collision ia detected, transmission of the 
packet must terminate, end a jam (4-6 byte of arbitrary 
data) is trenam.iltod to ensure that all other parliciponts 
in the collision also recognize Its occurence.
Retransmit: After a station has detected a collision and 
aborted, it must unit for a random retransmission delay, 
defer as usual, nnd then ntlemjsL to retransmit the packet; 
The random time interval is computed using the backofi' 
algorithm (below).
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After 16 ti’ananuBsion attempts, a higher .level (e.g. software) 
decision is made to determine whether to continue or abandon 
the effort.
Back-off: fletvansmisaion delays are computed using the 
Truncated Binary Exponential Back-off algorithm, with the 
aim of fairly resolving contention among up to 102ti stations. 
The delay (the number of time unite) before the 12th attempt 
is a uniformly distributed random number from (0 to 2n-l) 
for 0 n < 10 (nsO is the original attempt). For attempts 
11-15, the interval is truncated and remains at (0-1023).
The unit of time for the retransmission delay is 512 bit 
times (51,2 s).
Channel Encoding
Any type of encoding may be used, e.g. Manchester coding. 
Manchester coding has a 50ft duty cycle, and insures a 
transition in the middle of every bit cell (data transition). 
The first half of the bit cell contains the complement of 
the bit value, and the second half contains the true 
value of the bit.
Data Rates Data rate is 10M bits/s = 100 ns bit cell 
tO, 0.1%.
Carrier: The presence of data transitions indicates that 
carrier is present. If o transition of deferring is not 
seen betweert 0,75 and 1,25 bit times since the centre of 
the last bit cell, then carrier has been lost, indicating 
the end of a packet. For purposes of deferring, c b vvier 
means any activity on the communication medium, independent 
of being properly formed. Specifically, It is any activity 
on either receive or collision detect signals in the last 
160 ns being properly formed.
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UB.inq a Coax C..
IF a coex cable ih to be used, the following configuration and 
specification are proposed.
F ig . A l ,2 C o n fig u ra tio n  - w ith  coax cab le
Coax Cable
Impedance : 50 ohms t2 ohms. This impedance variation
includes batch-to-batch variations. Periodic variations in 
impedance of up to. 30 ohms are permitted along a single 
piece of cable.
Cable loss : The maximum loss From one end of a cable
segment to the other end is 0,5 db at 10MHz (equivalent to 
500 metres of .Low loss cable).
Shielding t The physical channel hardware must operate in 
an ambient field of 2 volts per metre from lOKHz to 30MHz 
and 5V/me,'re from 30MBz to 1GHz. The shield has a transfer 
impedance of less than 1 million per metre over the 
frequency range of 0,1MHz to 20MHz (exact value is a 
function of frequency),
' ' ' ' "  -'4;.
_, .. _
ile shield shall 
or AC ground along its 
a ground connection of the 
in only one place.
This specifies the dimensions of 
ed with the standard tap. Other 
, if they are not to be used with 
(such as used with connectorized 
sections to which •
).
ieter solid tinned copper 
Core Material: Foam polyethylene or foam teflon FEP
Core Q.D.i 0.262" minimum
Shield: 0.226" maximum shield O.D. (>90%
coverage for outer braid shield) 
Jacket: PVC or teflon FEP
Jacket O.D.s 0.605"
Terminators
Coax cables must be terminated with male N-series connectors 
and coble sections will be joined with female-female 
adapters. Connector shells shall be insulated such that 
the coax shield la protected from contact to building 
grounds. A sleeve or boot is acceptable. Cable segments 
should be terminated with a remain N-sories connector (can 
be made up of a barrel connector and a male terminator) 
hoving an impedance of 50 ohma ±1% and able to dissipate
1 watt. The outside surface of the terminator should also 
be Insulated.
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Transceiver
Connection Rules: Up to 100 transceivers may be placed on 
a cable segment no closer together than 2.5 meters. 
Following this placement rule reduces to a very low (but 
not zero) probability the chance that objectionable 
standing waves will result.
Coax Cable Interface
Input Impedance: The resistive component oF the impedance 
must be greater than 50 Kohms. The total capacitance must 
be less than A picofarads.
Nominal Transmit Level: The important parameter is average 
DC level with 50% duty cycle waveform input. It must be
1.025 V (41 mA) nominal with a range of 0.9 V to 1.2V 
(36 to 48 mA). The peak-to-peak AC wave fore "’ust be 
centered on the average DC level and its value Can range 
from 1.4 V P.P to twice the average DC level. The voltage 
must never go positive on the coax. The quiescent state 
of the coax is logic high (0 V). Voltage measurements 
are made on the coax noar the transceiver with the shield 
as reference. Positive current is current flowing out 
of the center conductor of the coax.
Rise and Fall Time: 25 ns 5 ns with a maximum of 1 ns 
difference between rise time and fall time in a given 
unit. The intent is that dV/dt should not significantly 
exceed that present In a 10 MHz sine wave of same peak- 
to-peak amplitude.
Signal Symmetry: Asymmetry on output should not exceed
2 ns for a 50-30 square wave input to either transmit 
or raceivo section of transceiver.
Transceiver Cable .Interface
Signal Pairs: Both transceiver and station shall drive and 
present ot the receiving and a 78 ohm balanced load. Tho 
d.ifFerential signal voltage ihall be 0.7 voles nominal 
peak with a common mode voltage between 0 and +5 volts 
using power return as reference. (This amounts to shifted 
ECL levels operating between Gnd end +5 volts; a 10116 
with suitable pulldown resistor may be used). The quiescent 
state of a line corresponds to logic high which occurs 
when the + line is more positive than the - line of a pair.
Collision Signal: The active state of this line is a 
10 MHz waveform and its quiescent state is logic high.
It is active if the transceiver is transmitting and 
another transmission is detected or if two or more other 
stations are transmitting, Independent of the state of 
the local transmit signal.
Power: +11.4 volts to +16 volts DC at controller. Maximum 
current available to transceiver is 0-5 ampere. Actual 
voltage at transceiver is determined by the interface cable 
resistance (max 4 ohms loop resistance) and current drain.
ISOLATION:
The impedance between the coax connection and the trans­
ceiver cable connection must exceed 250 Kohtna ot 60 Hz 
and withstand 250V (IMS at 60 Hz.
Transceiver Cable and Connectors
Maximum signal loss = 3 db © 10 MHz. (equivalent to =50 
meters of either 20 or 22 AWG twisted pair).
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APPENDIX 2
A DISTRIBUTED COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEM (DCCS) ARCHITECTURE:
A2.1 The System Model:
Consider a process control plant as containing two sub- 
ays terns:
a) the physical plant system and
b) the control system.
A2.1.1 The Physical plant system:
This system comprises the physical plant facilities 
(construction, machinery, etc.) which are used in order 
to produce the desired end products from the input resources 
(raw materials, energy) which are available. This physical 
plant can be viewed from two different aspects:
a) the material transformation aspect and
b) the information transformation aspect.
From the point of view of material transformation the flow 
processing of materials and energy to generate the final 
product is considered.
From the point of view of the information transformation 
the processing of the information by the physical plant 
is considered.
A2.1.2 The control system:
[his term Is used according to its conventional meaning.
It comprli 
ere used
35 all information processing facilities which 
i order to control the physical plant system.
42.2 System B u ild in g  B locks
The convenience of using building blocks in specifying 
centralized computer systems is well recognized, e.g. 
processing power, storage of programs and date, inter­
faces and peripheral units selection. The PMS (processor, 
memory, switch) classification is useful in defining the 
main building blocks but it must be a set of building 
blocks already accepted in centralized systems and net­
works is also applicable to the design of distributed 
systems. Fully recognizing that the sufficiency condition 
has not been met, a set of components is extracted, keeping 
in mind the conflicting requirements of simplicity and 
completeness. For the purpose of the present study, the 
following building blocks are adequate: processing unit, 
memory unit, topology, routing policy, line control 
procedure and dote base structure.
A2.2.1 Processing unit
The processing unit (PU) is a component that is capable of 
performing a sequence of operations prescribed by a program. 
It includes limited information storage capacity (PAM).
42,2.2 Memory unit
The main function c 
amount of informatj 
ability to recollect Ji 
addition to this main purpose.
unit As to hold a substantial 
d  over a period of time. The 
at will is a necessary
i mnnner in which the various 
of system are physically inter- 
ths data control Flow paths, 
.hat a routing policy is needed 
oF proper routes For the orderly 
ir instance deterministic policy 
jnores load Fluctuations and can 
under steady state conditions,
A suitable line control procedure is required to reduce 
errors that ere introduced during data transmission. 
After the proper routes have been selected, the correct 
sequencing and the integrity of data transmitted between 
parts oF the system are assured by the judicious appli­
cation of controls (10,13).
A2.2.5 Data base structure
A data base structure encompasses the manner in which 
information is acquired, stored, and dispersed. It is 
intimately linked to the1 overall systfcm architecture 
and will be identified later as e key to the design Of 
distributed systems.
A2.3 Generalized Design Sequence
The generalized design saqucnce involves three major 
design areas namelyr
a) Processing clusters
b) data communication
c) Date base
............................. ' I
A2.3.1 Processing clusters
A key Activity An planning a centralized configuration is 
associated with the determination of the processing power 
required and the selection oT a suitable processor. The 
ease of generating supervisory and application programs 
depends upon the availability of software tools and, to a 
certain extent, can be improved as new features are deve­
loped. Never the less, the ultimate performance and the 
expansion capability of the cluster is determined at the 
outset by the characteristics of the selected computer.
The choice is complicated by the necessity to anticipate 
future needs and to assess carefully the status of tech­
nological developments likely to influence such parameters 
as memory address space and cycle speeds, word lengths, 
data types, versatility of instruction set, etc.
In this respect, the selection of processing units for 
distributed systems is not as crucial since changing 
requirements can be met by adding clusters in a manner 
compatible with the architecture. Each cluster is 
defined at the appropriate time with a high degree of 
confidence, using known methods already developed for 
centralized systems.
A2.3.1.1 Dsto communication
The term "data communication" .is usually associated with 
networks consisting of loosely coupled geographically 
dispersed components. In contrast, cduplihg between 
parts in a distributed system is more specific and 
greater degree of interdependence prevails amongst com­
ponents. The distinction between networks and distributed 
systems arises from the concern for communication problems 
in designing networks, due to Hie large separation between
The rationale behind Ihe devia.lopmenh of data communications 
netwoi'ks is a combination of two factors:
resource sharing and the ability to acceaa common information 
remotely. The topology and the line control procedures 
are designed to minimize the communication costs, bearing 
in mind reliability and speed requirements. Since most 
computer networks rely upon the common carriers for 
information transfer, the method is heavily oriented towards 
tariff rate analyses, and error detection and correction 
techniques for telephone quality lines (9, 8, 19).
Clearly, the emphasis on cc 
is not pertinent to the dee 
process control. However, 
data networks of queing di$ 
techniques, protocols, etc. are directly relevant. In 
other words, new tools for distributed systems can be 
built based on a large body of information that ia already
i carrier line cost and quality 
of distributed systems for 
understanding achieved in 
traffic analysis
In studying the first two areas of the design sequence for 
distributed systems, i.e. processing clusters and data 
communications, it was concluded that much experience can 
be derived from centralized systems end networks.
H om ver, the design of a d is lr lb u k a d  date base is more 
complicated as it is influenced by the selection and 
specific implamsntntion of ei partitioning strategy. The 
magnitude of the difficulty should not bn taken as an 
intrinsic property of distributed systems. To a large
measure it refleciu the currently limited understanding of 
distributed data bases compared to processing clusters and
* 4
For example, the engineering brade-oFfs between "phyaioal 
partitioning" "and Functional partitioning" have to be 
resolved both at the system and data base levels.
Physical partitioning oF a data base recognizes the actual 
distribution oF the process to be controlled and attempts 
to bring the storage closer to the areas oF highest acti­
vity, i.e. near data sources and/or demands. On the other 
hand, Functional partitioning tries to minimize cost pF 
system hardware and simpliFy certain operations by grouping 
devices according to capabilities and Functions. When 
carried to an extreme, this latter strategy implies the con­
centration oF most data handling Functions as in the 
centralized approach. To help identify the salient design 
issues, a representation oF a generalized data boss is 
built up in a series oF Four steps (Figs. A2.1 to A2.4) 
starting with simpler, mono traditional structures. The 
approach is similar to that Followed in introducing the 
generalized design sequence.
The Centralized date base structure, illustrated in Fig. A2.1 
lends itself naturally to a single processor architecture.
The term "Data" collectively refers to all information, 
the associated storage devices schemo. The "Common access 
port" represents a hardware/software interface that 
governs the orderly bidirectional flow of requests and 
data from/to "Users" and the unidirectional flow from 
"Data Source" to "Data". For esso of description, the 
term user includes any person, program or piece of 
equipment noeding access to some data. This data base 
representation Is applicable to a large majority of 
present day systems.
When indirect (or remote) access to common date is necessary, 
the data base configuration remains essentially the same 
except for an additional hardware/software "Communications 
Interface" (a point illustrated in the correspondence 
between fig. A2.1 and A2.2).
Si
DATA SOURCES
A c e n tra liz e d  data base.
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The main Function of the interface is to satisfy the line 
control procedures needed due to the remoteness of the 
Data Sources and Users.
The same representation can be simply duplicated (Fig. A2.)) 
to illustrate resource sharing between seperats data bases.
In order to permit uniform access of all data by all users, 
"Interpreters" must be introduced to translate the rules 
peculiar to each cass, thereby achieving data base 
transparency. This is typically the situation prevailing 
in computer networks where the loose coupling between 
components permits the coexistence of independent data 
basso with their own Common Access Ports ("A" and "B" of 
Fig. A2.3).
The Form oF Fig. A2.3 suggests a possible representation 
oF a generalized distributed data base (fig. A2.4). The 
higher level of commonality between "Local Data Bases'' in 
distributed systems is accomplished by the introduction of 
"Common Ports" shared by all Sources end Users. Hie total 
capability oF Common Ports must satisfy all inFormation 
transfer requirements From/to and between Local Data Bases 
in a distributed system. The Functions to be performed 
include, for instance, buffering and dispatching oF requests, 
provision of communications medium and deFinition dF uniform 
protocol. Hierarchically., the common ports are one level 
above the local data bases. In this manner, the prime 
problem in designing o distributed data base ie redused 
to defining common ports to p.i‘o v  e access to e number 
oF Local Data Bases. Tho pt’oblem is manageable as each 
data base preserves its identity and con in Fast use a 
standard centralized design partly modified and augmented 
with the nuceeeui-y interpreter. Difficulties could arise 
IF total transparency between Local Dcito Doses were to be 
guaranteed in a truly dynamic real-tifta application, J&hv- 
c.vet, this requirement can be avoided by choosing a suitable 
partitioning gti'ategy and by addiftg mors clusters.
ACCESS PORT
- n -
Remote access I
Fin, A2.3
Reaource sharing beLween seperate data basest 
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A generalized distributed Data Base.
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In addition ko the possibilities mentioned in earlier 
sections For eliminating the disadvantages o f the conven­
tional methods for process control and the fulfilment of 
the highei- requirements of processes, modern distributed 
process control also offers the particularly important 
possibility of constructing almost any complex control 
system .in a manner that is clearly organised according to 
hierarchy stages. In order to do this, the process to be 
controlled, e.g. a power stal.ion , a chemical process, a 
process in the iron and steel or cement industries, or a 
traffic-control system is split into partial processes 
(see rig. A2.5).
The partial processes are allocated to autonomous control
units - so called - "autonomous islands" - a,b   r-f
the process-oriented hierarchy level in which alJ ; )nlrol 
functions of associated partial processes are combined, e.g. 
open end closed loop control, monitoring, computing, etc.
The expression "process oriented" is a functional term and 
is not to be understood as referring to the spatial 
arrangement of the control devices.
Automation islands in which the master and coordination 
functions of a large process are realized (e.g. A for 
the partial processes wibh the control units a,b, and c)
Form the coordination level (see fig.A2.5). The hierarchy 
peak (of a three stags system in this example) is the 
supervisory control level with superior control functions 
which affect the process.
A hierarchy structure has the following important advantages:
e) If only low demands ara made on the control system , 
the ominisioh of the higher hierarchy level presents 
a money-saving solution.
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pTtiali Parbialj Partial;___________________
» divided according to partial
Higher structural reliability of the control system can 
be achieved with autonomous automation islands allocated 
to the partial processes. The failure of one island 
only affects the partial process associated with it 
(switch to manual operation!). The other partial 
processes continue unaffected in automatic mode. Should 
a higher hierarchy level Fail, the automatic operation 
of the total process is nevertheless retained with the 
help of the subordinate levels, although, of course 
with a lower degree of automation.
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